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Setup Guide

Assembly
A Firefly dryer consists of several modular assemblies
which are joined together to create a complete conveyor
dryer unit. Common modules are:

BELT TRACKING
ADJUSTMENT KNOBS
TAKEUP ROLLERS

OBJECT DETECT SENSORS

BELT MOTORS
LOAD DETECT SENSORS

HEIGHT SENSORS

BELT TRACKING KNOBS

BELT ROLLERS
SCANNER HOLDERS

LEVELING FEET

Figure 4: TAKE UP ROLLER MODULE
Figure 1: DRIVE ROLLER MODULE
EXHAUST DUCT
STARTING COLLARS

TOP AIR FILTERS
CAMERA ACCESS
PLATES

DRONE UPPER
CONTROL CABINET

CONDENSATION
CATCH PANS

DRONE LOWER
CONTROL CABINET

Figure 5: EXHAUST MODULE
FRONT BULB COVERS
LEVELING FEET

Figure 2: PRIMARY HEAT MODULE
TOP FILTERS
CAMERA ACCESS PLATES

DRONE UPPER
CONTROL CABINET

DRONE LOWER
CONTROL CABINET

Figure 6: COOLER MODULE

LEVELING FEET

Figure 3: DRONE HEAT MODULE

Assembly Step 1: Ensure Adequate Clearance:

Assembly Step 2: Identify and Arrange:

Before placing the Firefly modules, it is important to
ensure adequate clearance will be available for both the
main footprint of the machine and maintenance access.
Since the Firefly Curing System is a modular system, the
main footprint of the machine depends on the exact
configuration you purchased. Consult your salesperson
for an engineering drawing of your particular system.

Using the figures in this manual, identify the modules
that shipped with your dryer. Arrange the modules in the
location you wish to install the machine in the correct
orientations for your system. Below is a standard
configuration for a 2 heat section system. As the Firefly
system is a modular system, your configuration may be
different. Consult with Brown Manufacturing for the
exact layout of your system.

Clearance is required around the heat modules in order
to open control panel doors, pull out filters, and clean
camera boxes. See Figure 7 for specific clearance
numbers.
3' CAMERA ACCESS CLEARANCE
(TOP OF MACHINE)

45" FILTER ACCESS
CLEARANCE

Use the leveling legs on each module to bring all the
sections to the same height and level. Shift the modules
as necessary to create a single, straight frame.
COOLER
MODULE

EXHAUST
MODULE

TV STAND
(OPTIONAL)

TAKEUP
ROLLER
MODULE
DRONE HEAT
MODULE
PRIMARY HEAT
DRIVE
MODULE
ROLLER
MODULE

45" CONTROL PANEL
DOOR OPEN CLEARANCE

Figure 7: GENERAL CLEARANCES

Clearance is also required for the heat modules to slide
on their tracks for maintenance access to the center of
the machine. Ensure that nothing blocks the movement
of the heat sections front/back as shown in Figure 8.
HEAT SECTIONS
SEPARATE

Figure 8: ACCESSING CENTER OF SYSTEM

CONTROL
KIOSK

Figure 9: STANDARD MODULE ARRANGEMENT

Assembly Step 3: Connect Modules:

Assembly Step 5: Install Belts:

Remove the cover grills from the frames of each section.
Bolt each module to each adjoining module using the
connection holes at the end of each frame.

First, loosen the Belt Tracking Knobs (Figure 11) on
both the front and rear of the machine. Slide the rollers
as far back as they will go.

BELT TRACKING KNOBS

BELT ROLLERS

Figure 11: LOOSENING BELT TENSION
FRAME
ACCESS
COVER

FRAME
CONNECTOR
HOLES

Figure 10: FRAME CONNECTIONS

Next, run the belt through the body of the machine. The
belt may have a flap covering the seam. Make sure when
the seam is on the top side of the roller, the attached side
of the flap is on top and moving in the direction of the
belt (Figure 12)

Assembly Step 4: Mount Accessories:
Depending on the exact configuration of your system,
you may have to locate and set into position some or all
of the following accessories:
-

SEAM FLAP
(IF PRESENT)
BELT MOVEMENT
DIRECTION

Load Detect Sensors ()
Scanners (Mount on scanner stands)
Height Sensors ()
TV (mounts on TV stand –Figure 9)
Figure 12: SEAM FLAP ORIENTATION

Each end of the belt has a row of eyelets. Line up eyelets
together, and push the connector pin through (Figure
13).

EYELETS

CONNECTOR PIN

Figure 13: SEAM CONNECTION

Assembly Step 6: Connect power.

Assembly Step 7: Connect control kiosk.

Warning: This equipment is operated by high voltage
electrical power and can be dangerous. Only a
qualified electrician should connect and service this
equipment. Safe and proper installation of this dryer
is the customer’s responsibility.

The control kiosk connects to the logic control panel
using three cables – a standard 120V power cable, a
VGA cable, and a USB cable. Connect these wire to any
compatible ports on the main logic control panel.

Note: The wiring of the electrical supply to the dryer
must be in accordance with all local, state, and
national codes.
Assembly Step 8: Venting
A main disconnect with overload protection, capable of
switching the dryer’s full pull load must be installed
within reach of the operator.
Each heat section module has an independent power
supply that must have an independent overload current
protection device not exceeding the MAX OCP rating on
the supply information tag on the control panel.
Some modules require two independent power supplies
that must each have an independent overload current
protection device not exceeding the MAX OCP rating
on the supply information tag on the control panel.
Each heat section control panel has a disconnect switch
located inside the panel. Panels with two power supplies
will have two disconnect switches. Wires may enter
through the supplied hole at the bottom of the panel, or
the customer may elect to punch a hole in the sidewall of
the panel. Connect supply power directly to the open
terminals of the disconnect switch, and a ground wire to
the grounding lug located adjacent to the disconnect
switch.

DISCONNECT SWITCH(ES)
INPUT POWER CONNECTS HERE
GROUNDING LUGS
POWER ACCESS HOLE
CONTROL PANEL DOOR

Figure 14: CONTROL PANEL POWER HOOK-UP

Venting of the dryer exhaust air is recommended. The
garments that are cured in this oven will smoke and this
will remove most of the smoke from the printing area.
♦ Vent the exhaust air flow to the outside of your
building with standard 10” diameter duct.
♦ Long duct runs and changes in duct direction
restricts the air flow. Under certain
circumstances an in-line booster fan may be
required.
♦ The exterior end of the duct should be protected
from direct winds that may cause back drafts.
Precautions should be taken to prevent rain
water from entering the duct work.

Assembly Step 9: Wire Machine
The machine has several internal connections between
components that are disconnected for shipping, and must
be reconnected to finish installation. Due to the technical
nature of these connections, it is recommended only a
Brown Technician perform the final wiring operations.

Machine Adjustments
Belt Tension
Apply enough tension to keep the belt from slipping on
the roller. Excessive tension is unnecessary and may
shorten the useful life of the belt.
Belt Tracking
Belt tracking is adjusted with the knobs on the end of the
conveyor frame. Increasing the belt tension on one side
will cause the belt to track towards the opposite side of
the dryer frame. Decreasing the belt tension on one side
will cause the belt to track towards that side. Additional
adjustments my be required when the oven reaches full
temperature or as the belt stretches with wear.
Load and Object Detectors Adjustment and Cleaning
The load sensors and object detection sensors must
work correctly for proper operation of the machine.
These sensors send an invisible beam of light to a
reflective target located under the belt. The beam is
reflected by the target and detected by the sensors. A red
light above each sensor is activated when the sensor
detects the target. If the target is not detected when
nothing is blocking the beam, the sensor lenses and
target should be cleaned with a rag. Mild solvents may
be used to clean off stubborn deposits. Sensors must be
pointed at targets, and targets must be located directly in
the line of sight of the sensors.
Height Sensor Adjustment and Cleaning
The height sensors on the Firefly operate in emitterdetector pairs shown in Figure 1. One sensor emits a
visible red laser beam, while the paired detector senses
the beam. If an object blocks the beam, the machine
stops the belt and alerts the user to a height sensor error.
The height of the beam may be adjusted by moving the
sensors up or down in their mounting slots. A yellow
light on the detector indicates detection of the emitted
beam. The emitter and detector pairs must be aligned
such that the beam is always triggering the detector
when nothing is blocking the beam. It may be necessary
to clean the lenses on the emitter/detector pairs if foreign
debris accumulates on the lenses.
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Touch Screen instructions
Your new FireFly curing system is equipped with a touch
screen display that runs Brown Manufacturing Group, Inc.
proprietary software that controls all the parameters of your
new oven and stores them for future use. The machine also
features additional display information devices.
About the Display.
When the oven turns on, the model number of the oven and
the version number of the software is displayed.
The oven then moves to the HOME display screen.

Figure 1: Home Screen

Each top colored section shows the following information for each lane:
»» PROGRAM NAME: The stored program that the lane
is running.
»» TEMP: The temperature that the lane is programmed
to run.
»» BELT SPEED: The time in chamber for that lane.
Note: For correct belt speed operation, the belt
sensor wires must be connected correctly as shown
in the Machine Set-Up Guide.

The Lower Section of the control panel can display the
following information:
»» CONVECTION TOP: This is the percentage speed of
convection air movement in the upper air chamber.
»» CONVECTION BOTTOM: This is the percentage
speed of convection air in the bottom air chamber.
»» EXHAUST: This is the percentage speed of the exhaust fan.
»» COOLER: This is the percentage speed of the Shirt
Cooling fan.
»» BULB POWERS: This lists the percentage of power
each quartz bulb is emitting for this program.
»» PRINT: If the unit is equipped with the Linx System,
this print button will output the bar code label for this
program.

Figure 3: Home Screen with lane details

The Lower Section of the control panel can display the
following information:
»» BAR CODES: The top 8 program bar codes can be
shown on the screen. These can be scanned with the
Linx Scanners if the machine is equipped with this
option.

The Center Section of the control panel displays the
following icons:
»»

: This arrow toggles the windows below for additional information.
»» PREWARMING: If a lane has been set for a prewarm
mode, this will display with a countdown timer.
»» JOB STOPPED: If a lane has been paused, this message will illuminate.

Figure 2: Home Screens with Job Stopped or Prewarming

Figure 4: Home Screen with Linx Bar Codes

The Bottom Bar of the control panel displays the following information:
»» CURRENT TIME: The current time of day.

»»

: Press this button to access the MAINTENANCE area. If a scheduled task has passed its due
date, the icon will flash.

»»

: This button will access the SETTINGS menu.

»»

: Press this button at the end of the day to allow
the dryer to cool off before turning power off.

Working with each control panel icon
DEFAULT
Pressing the DEFAULT button will bring you to the PROGRAMS window. This is where your stored programs are
accessible. To change the program your oven is running,
press one of the saved choices.

Any changes in the Middle Window parameters will cause
this label to change to SAVE. If the new parameters need
to be saved as a program, press SAVE. The PROGRAM
NAME window will pop up.

Figure 8: Program Name Screen
Figure 5: Main screen at Default

Type the name you wish to refer to this program and select
the . To cancel, press the . The toggles the key board
from upper to lower case. The button changes the keyboard to accented letters. To erase a typo, press the icon.
Changing a parameter does not require the operator to save
a program. The oven will operate on the new parameter as
it is set on the HOME screen.

Figure 6: PROGRAMS screen

After choosing a new program, the screen will return to
the HOME screen and the parameters of the newly chosen
program will appear. The oven will then need time to recalibrate to any changes in time, temperature and airflow.

Figure 7: Main screen with selected programs

TEMP
To change the set temperature, press the TEMP button.
The SET TEMPERATURE window will pop up. Use the
keypad to select a new temperature and then press the
icon. If you wish to return to the previously set temperature, press the icon.

CONVECTION TOP or BOTTOM
The convection air fan recirculates air over top or from
below the heaters and into the chamber. The speed of the
fans is adjustable and that will adjust the amount of air that
is moved.
To change the fan speed, press CONVECTION TOP or
CONVECTION BOTTOM icon and the SET FAN CONVECTION window will pop up. Use the keypad to select
a new fan speed and then press the icon. If you wish to
return to the previously set fan speed, press the icon.

Figure 9: Set Temperature

BELT SPEED
The duration that an item is in chamber is shown to the
right of this icon. It is represented in minutes:seconds. To
change the time in chamber, press BELT SPEED and the
SET CURE TIME window will pop up. Use the keypad to
select a new belt speed and then press the icon. If you
wish to return to the previously belt speed, press the icon.

Figure 11: Set Convection Top or Bottom Fan

COOLER
The FireFly is equipped with a cooling station at the end of
the oven chamber. A fan system pulls heat from the shirt.
The speed of the fan is adjustable and that will adjust the
amount of air that is moved. The percentage of fan speed is
shown to the left of the icon.
To change the fan speed, press COOLER icon and the SET
COOLER FAN window will pop up. Use the keypad to select a new fan speed and then press the icon. If you wish
to return to the previously set temperature, press the icon.

Figure 10: Set Cure Time

Figure 12: Set Cooler fan

BULB POWERS
Each program stored within the FireFly can have specific
bulb intensity levels.

Select this icon and the Settings menu will appear. Programming these will be discussed in the section Setting
Section.

Figure 13: Set Bulb Intensity

PRINT
This button will print out the bar code label of the selected
program to your label printer included in the Linx system.
At the end of the workday, press the
power down.

The FireFly software allows for the storage of shop maintenance tasks. The Maintenance icon gives access to these
tasks and will blink when one of them is due to be completed.
Press the and the MAINTENANCE window will appear.
There are 12 programs available. Programming these will
be discussed in the section Managing Maintenance Tasks.

. The system will

Working with the Maintenance screen

o
o
o

LAST DATE PERFORMED: This pulls
up a calendar. Select the correct date.
NEXT SCHEDULED DATE: This is
calculated based on the FREQUENCY and
the LAST DATE PERFORMED.
COMPLETED TASK TODAY: When
the task is due, select the button and the
calendar will reset to the current date and a
new scheduled date will be calculated.

Figure 14:Maintenance

MAINTENANCE: These are saved shop maintenance
tasks. There are 12 available.

Figure 17: Maintenance save window

»» Click and hold: This allows programs to be reordered.

»»

Figure 15:Maintenance details

»» Click: This is where maintenance task information
is entered.
o FREQUENCY: Toggle through the options of
§ DAILY
§ WEEKLY
§ MONTHLY
§ YEARLY

Figure 16:Maintenance time scheduling

: Click and drag any program to the trash to
remove it from the list.

The Settings screen

Figure 18: Settings window

»» PROGRAMS: This opens the list of stored programs.

»» DEFAULT PROGRAM: Use this area to define the
Default program for your FireFly.
»» UNITS:
Choose the machine units of measure.
o TEMPERATURE: Toggle between Fahrenheit and Celsius.
o CURRENCY FORMAT: Choose one.
o ELECTRICITY COST: Enter your current electricity cost in kilowatt per hour.
o HOURS PER DAY: Enter your standard
workday length.
o DAYS PER WEEK: Enter your standard
workweek length.
»» PRINT PREHEAT TAG: This prints a preheat command bar code label.
»» PRINT RESET HEIGHT TRIP TAG: This prints a
command bar code label to reset the lane when a
garment has tripped the height sensor.
»» CALIBRATE TOUCH SCREEN: Contact Brown
Manufacturing Group, Inc. if the touch screen is not
viewing properly.
»» POWER MONITOR: The FireFly monitors the power usage for the unit.

Figure 19: Programs window

»» Maintenance: This opens the list of Maintenance
Tasks.

Figure 21: Power Monitor

»» ADVANCED SETTINGS: There are items within the
system that can be altered when necessary. These
should not be altered without consultation with a
technician at Brown Manufacturing Group, Inc.

Figure 20: Maintenance window

»» PRINT START STOP JOB TAG: This sends a print
command to the label printer. This is the beginning
and end of the job.
»» MODEL: This provides the unit’s model number,
serial number, build date, and power requirements.

Figure 22: Advanced Settings

»» RAW DATA: This is the lane information on speed
and temperature.

»» PROGRAM NAME: Select any program button and
that will replace the one currently running. Once
pressed, the system will ask which prompt SELECT
ZONE and then return to the HOME screen. SELECT ZONE is referring to which lane the program
needs to run.

Figure 23: Raw Belt Data

Working with PROGRAMS: These are the saved programs. These can be organized within this window.

Figure 25: Set Zone Temperature

See Working With Control Panel Icons for information on the individual buttons.

Figure 24: Programs

»» Click and hold: This allows programs to be reordered.

»»

»»

: Click and drag any program to the trash to
remove it from the list.

: Click and drag any program to the edit icon to
alter any parameter.
»» : These arrows toggle from screen to screen of
the 36 available program storage spaces available.
HOME: This returns the operator to the main
»»
running screen.
MENU: Returns the operator to the MENU
»»
screen.

Figure 26: Edit Program Window

»» BAR CODE ID: If the Bar Code has been predetermined within another piece of software, that
number can be entered here.

Figure 27: Bar Code ID information
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Maintenance Guide

Recommended Weekly Maintenance:
• Clean and Adjust Trip Sensor System
• Clean and Adjust Load Sensor System
• Clean Control Panel Fan Filters
• Check Belt Tracking
• Check Bulb Status
Recommended Monthly Maintenance:
• Check Camera Cooling Fan Filters
• Clean Blinders
• Clean Camera Lenses
• Check Bulb Blinders Alignment
• Check Camera Alignment
• Clean Belt Movement Sensor

Clean and Adjust Trip Sensor System:
The trip sensor bridges are located at the front of
the heat chamber (Figure 1). The sensor
indicator lights on top of the bridges should be
on when no object is present on the belt. A strip
of reflective tape is located under the belt
directly underneath the trip sensor bridges, and
should be kept clean to properly reflect the light
emitted by the sensors. The bridges should be
positioned properly such that the sensors are
located directly over the reflective target.
TRIP INDICATOR LIGHT(S)
TRIP BAR
TRIP TARGET

INDICATOR
LIGHT

LOAD
SENSOR LOAD TARGET

Figure 1: Trip Sensor System

Clean and Adjust Load Sensor
System:
The load sensors are located at the front of the
belt (Figure 1). The sensor indicator lights on
top of the sensors should be on when no object
is present on the belt. A strip of reflective tape is
located under the belt, and should be kept clean
to properly reflect the light emitted by the
sensors. The sensors should be positioned
properly such that the sensors are pointed
directly at the reflective target.

Clean Control Panel Filters:
Each section control panel has metal cooling fan
filters located above the control panels (Figure
2). These filters should be kept as clean as
possible. The filters may be removed for easier
cleaning by unscrewing the nuts holding each in
place.

Check Bulb Status:
1) At each drone control panel press
“Menu”
2) Press “Factory Setup”
3) Press “Test Bulbs”
4) Bulb test will report “Successful” if all
bulbs are working correctly, or will
identify those bulbs that are not
working.

Replacing a Bulb:
Before replacing a bulb, it is important to
determine that the bulb is, in fact, the problem.
CONTROL PANEL COOLING
FAN FILTERS

Figure 2: Control Panel Filters

Check Belt Tracking:
Each belt should lay in center of the drive and
take-up rollers. If the belt tends to drift to one
side or the other of the roller, the roller should
be adjusted. A red knobs on either side of the
roller allows the roller to be twisted (Figure 3).
The belt will tend to drift towards the side which
is loosest. Thus, pull the roller out on the side
toward which the belt is drifting, or push the
roller in on the opposite side. The belt should
never be pulled so tight that the belt cannot be
shifted on the roller by pulling it firmly with
one’s hands.

BELT TRACKING KNOBS

Figure 3: Belt Tracking

1) With nothing on the belt, make sure the
lane with the suspect bulb has been
started (use “start/stop job” option on
main kiosk.
2) On drone control panel select “Menu”.
3) Select “Factory Setup”
4) Select “Bulb Setup”
5) Choose belt (zone) in question (Figure
4)
6) Circles at the right of the image
represent bulbs in the zone. (Front bulb
is bottom circle.)
7) Press circle corresponding to suspect
bulb. If the circle turns green, the bulb is
being commanded to turn on.
8) Visibly inspect bulb to see if it is on or
on or not.
If the bulb is truly not coming on, it should be
replaced.
1) Turn off machine.
2) Turn off all disconnect switches (red
knobs on drone panels)
3) Pull sections apart if necessary to access
bulb rack with bad bulb (Figure 5). Note
wire conduit strain while moving
sections.
4) Pull bulb rack out.
5) Remove guards to access bulb wire
connections.
6) Disconnect wires to bulb.
7) Pull wires out of bulb rack metal.
8) Remove bulb from rack by sliding bulb
left and right. (It will probably be
necessary to use fingers to slightly

expand bulb holders to allow bulbs to
slide).
9) Reverse steps to install new bulb.

Check Camera Cooling Fan Filters:
Inspect camera cooling fan filters above main
heat sections (Figure 6). Replace as necessary.

Clean Blinders:
1) Remove camera access plate (Figure 6)
2) Clean lint & dust from camera cooling
fans and camera bulb blinders.

CAMERA ACCESS PLATE
COOLING FAN FILTER
COOLING FAN
BLINDER

Figure 4: Bulb Control Screen

CAMERA
SECTIONS PULL APART (NOTE
WIRE CONDUIT STRAIN)

Figure 6: Camera Access

Clean Camera Lenses:
1) Remove camera access plate (Figure 6)
2) Use a lint-free cloth to gently clean any
lint or dust from bottom lens of camera

BULBS

BULB RACKS PULL OUT

Figure 5: Bulb Access

Check Bulb Blinders Alignment:
9) With nothing on the belt, make sure
each lane has been started (use
“start/stop job” option on main kiosk.
10) On each drone control panel select
“Menu”.
11) Select “Factory Setup”
12) Select “Bulb Setup”
13) Press each circle at the right of the
image once to turn each circle green.
This will turn the bulbs on in the
selected lane. (Figure 4)
14) Wait 2 minutes. All temperatures should
be similar in value, all should be less
than 290 degrees.
15) Press each green circle again to turn
them all off.
16) Select the next zone from the drop-down
“Belt” list at the top-left.
17) Repeat steps 5-8 until all zones have
been tested.
If any of the lanes show high temperatures
(above 290 degrees), push the bulb rack as far as
it can go in its track.
If temperatures continue to be high, contact
Brown Manufacturing for instructions on
adjusting the camera bulb blinders.

Check Camera Alignment:
During normal operation of the machine, a series
of dark lines will show up on each camera
image. These lines will be slightly curved, but
should overall run straight left-right across the
image. If a camera is twisted in its socket, the
lines will tend to run “downhill” from one side
of the screen to the other. To fix this issue:
1) Remove camera access plate (Figure 6)
2) Loosen camera holder screws a very
small amount (1/2 turn each screw)
3) Gently twist the camera in its socket
until the picture on the screen is correct.
4) Tighten camera holder screws FINGER
TIGHT ONLY. Make sure the screws
press only on the edge of the main
circuit board on the camera.
5) Make sure that as objects travel through
the lane, they first appear at the bottom
of the image, and travel towards the top.
This ensures the camera has not been
rotated 180º.

Clean Belt Movement Sensor:
The belt movement detection system is located
on the left-hand side of the take-up roller (Figure
7). Remove the side cover guard to access the
mechanism.
Clean any dust/lint that may have built up on the
disk/sensor system.
PULSE PULSE DISK
SENSOR

TAKE-UP
ROLLER

Figure 7: Belt Movement Sensor System
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Reference
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Purpose of this document:
This Technician’s reference is intended for anyone interested in having a solid grasp of how to use the
Brown Firefly Curing System to its greatest potential. It contains useful information on how to optimize
curing parameters, explanations of how major sub-systems work and may be tweaked to suit one’s
particular needs, and tips to help avoid problems that can pop up any production environment.
Most of the sections included in this document are a direct response to real-world issues encountered in
the field. This document will probably be most useful to someone who is already familiar with the basic
operation of the Firefly, and who may have already encountered one or more of the issues dealt with by
this manual.
This document should be studied and understood by at least one person in each department utilizing a
Firefly Curing System. It can be used as the basis of a training program for standard operators, and as a
quick reference for advanced users. As such, it is recommended this guide be kept in an easily accessible
location close to the Firefly Curing System.
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Program Settings:
Cure parameters (also called “Programs”), are
usually set at the main screen on the control
Kiosk (Figure 1). These parameters can be saved
with user-defined names, and can be recalled by
pressing a button on the kiosk, or scanning a
barcode (on devices with the optional scanner
software).

Figure 1: Main Control Screen

Cure parameters are applied to product laid on
the belt when the parameters are active on the
main screen. It is possible to change the
parameters several times while laying several
different products on the belt, and have the
correct cure parameters follow the product down
the belt and through the heat chamber. Consult
the “Load Detect” section of this manual for
more information on changing parameters
between products.
Temp:
This is the cure temperature of the product. The
Firefly Curing System will attempt to bring the
product up to this temperature as quickly as
possible, and maintain this temperature as the
product moves through the dryer.

Belt Speed:
This is the amount of time (in minutes and
seconds) the product will receive heat from the
heating elements. This does not include time
spent outside the heat chamber or under the
exhaust section.
The Firefly Curing System uses an intelligent
algorithm to control the belt speed. When no

product is being cured, the belt runs at a default
(usually fast) speed. When product has been
detected and is being cured, the belt runs at the
slowest speed required to guarantee the longest
cure time product will spend exactly the right
amount of time in the heat chamber. If other
product requiring less cure time is in the
chamber at the same time, the bulbs above that
product will be turned off after that product has
received heat for the set amount of time. Thus,
multiple different products with multiple
different cure times may be run down the same
belt without significantly interfering with each
other.
Convection Top & Bottom:
Each Firefly Module (“Drone”) has independent
Top and Bottom Recirculation Air (also called
“Convection Air”) for each belt. The convection
air setting is saved with each program, and thus
changes as product traveling through the
conveyor calls for more or less air.

Top

Bottom

Figure 2: Convection Air

Top air is advantageous when drying certain
high-water-content inks such as digital and
solvent-based prints. However, it has a negative
effect on the performance of certain plasitsol
inks, especially when attempting to control dye
migration on polyester products.
Bottom air is advantageous when attempting to
dry solvents that have reached the bottom side of
product, such as with certain digital prints or
freshly dyed material.
3

For best efficiency and performance, the least
amount of convection air possible should be
used. Optimal energy efficiency is achieved
when the majority of energy transfer from
heating elements to product occurs through
radiation. Convection air tends to decrease the
overall efficiency of this process, and should
thus only be used when required.
Exhaust and Cooler:
The exhaust and cooler settings are also
contained in each program, such that certain
products may have these fans turned on while
other products may have them turned off. Use of
the exhaust and cooler fans is optional.
Bulb Powers:
The Firefly Curing System has the ability to set
independent bulb powers for every bulb in the
system. These powers are set using the expanded
program options on the main screen (Figure 3)

Generally slower belt speeds require lower bulb
powers, whereas faster belt speeds require higher
bulb powers.
Default Program:
When the Firefly Curing System first powers on,
every belt loads the “Default” program cure
parameters. These parameters may be adjusted at
the main control Kiosk by choosing “Settings”
→ “Default Program” (Figure 4)

Figure 4: Default Program Button

In the Default Program Screen (Figure 5), the
default cure parameters may be adjusted. If
adjustments are made, the “Back” button will
change to “Save”. Press the “Save” button to
save changes, or “Reset” to discard changes.

Figure 3: Bulb Powers Option

Controlling the bulb powers allows for great
flexibility in managing the intensity of heat in
the system. Setting all bulb powers at 100%
ensures maximum intensity heat for maximum
production throughput. Lower power settings
allows for moderate intensity heat for delicate
applications. Varying powers can be set to
optimize specific jobs, such as setting high bulb
powers on the front few bulbs to act as an initial
“bump”, and setting the rest of the bulbs lower to
maintain the cure temperature while minimizing
any possible overshoot.

Figure 5: Default Program Screen
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Bulb Control Modes:
The Firefly Curing System has several modes it
can use to control how the bulbs react to
temperature readings from product passing
through. Each mode has its own advantages, and
can be selected by the at each drone computer.
To select a bulb control mode for a particular
drone, press the “Settings” button (Figure 6) on
the drone’s main computer screen, then choose
“Factory Setup” (Figure 7), and then “Belt
Setup” (Figure 8).
Figure 8: Belt Setup Button

Each belt (also called a “zone”) can be controlled
independently by selecting from the zone dropdown menu at the top of the screen (Figure 9).
The Bulb Control Mode is shown along with
several other setup parameters on this screen,
and can be changed by pressing on the “BULB
CONTROL” button (Figure 9).

Figure 6: Drone Settings Button

Figure 9: Bulb Mode Button

The available control modes are as follows:
Figure 7: Factory Setup Button

singleBulb:
In this mode, when the product has reached cure
temperature in a bulb’s heating area (Figure 10),
that bulb is turned off until the product drops
back down below cure temp. All adjacent
heating areas operate independently.
tripleBulb:
In this mode, when the product has reached cure
temperature in a bulb’s heating area (Figure 10),
that bulb is turned off, along with the bulb in
5

front AND the bulb behind the heating area. This
ensures that the bulbs in front and behind do not
continue to heat the area that has already reached
cure temperature.
This mode is best used when the belt is running
very slow, and ensures a minimum amount of
temperature overshoot on the product. However,
it also reduces the overall speed of cure, since
more bulbs are off for longer periods of time
than in other control modes.
Bulb 4
Heating
Area

Bulb 3
Heating
Area

Bulb 2
Heating
Area

product drops back down below cure temp. The
bulb above the heating area in question is not
turned off.
This mode is best used when product is running
at high speed, where bulbs must be controlled in
anticipation of product arriving, rather than
reacting to product already in their heating area.

Bulb 1
Heating
Area

Cure Temp
Achieved
Adjacent
Heating Areas

Figure 10: Bulb Heating Areas

twoBulb:
This mode works similarly to tripleBulb, but it
turns off only the bulb in question and the bulb
in front – not the bulb behind the area at temp.
This mode is best used when product is running
at medium speeds, and it is desirable to reduce
temperature overshoots.
leadingBulb:
In this mode, when the product has reached cure
temperature in a bulb’s heating area (Figure 10),
the next bulb in line is turned off until the
6

Prewarm Settings:
The Firefly Curing System has a very flexible
prewarm feature which allows the user to set two
different levels of prewarm and cool-down.
These settings are accessed through the main
control kiosk by going to “Settings”→
“Advanced Settings” → “Factory Setup” →
“Zones”. Preheat settings for each zone are
shown in Figure 11.

The prewarm settings are largely a personal
preference for each user, influence by how they
use the dryer.
For users with a large number of very short runs,
it is usually advantageous to have short preheat
times (5 – 10 seconds), and short “cold after”
and “warm after” times (10 – 20 seconds).
For users with a small number of very long runs,
it is usually advantageous to have longer preheat
times (10 – 30 seconds) and longer “cold after”
and “warm after” times (30 – 120 seconds).
In general, the longer the prewarm time, the
more closely the temperature profile of the first
product sent through the system will match the
profile of product after. However, the longer the
belt will stop at the beginning of each run to
execute the prewarm.

Figure 11: Prewarm Settings

Cold Preheat:
This setting controls how long the zone will
prewarm after the dryer has been determined to
be cold. This is the longest prewarm time.
Warm Preheat:
This setting controls how long the zone will
prewarm after the dryer has cooled down, but has
not yet become cold. This is usually set shorter
than the cold preheat time.

In general, the shorter the “cold after” and
“warm after” times, the more closely product
spaced widely apart will have matching
temperature profiles. This is because the dryer
will not be allowed to cool down as much
between widely spaced product. However, it will
result in the belt stopping more frequently to
execute the prewarm cycles.

Cold After:
This setting controls how long the heating
elements must be turned off before the dryer is
determine to be “cold”. This is the longest cooldown time.
Warm After:
This setting controls how long the heating
elements must be off before the dryer is
determined to no longer be “hot”. This time is
shorter than the time for the dryer to be “cold”.
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Object Detection:
The Firefly Curing System uses sensors at the
front of the heat chamber to detect objects
entering the dryer (Figure 12)
Sensor Status
Light(s)
Object Detection
Sensor(s)

No
Product
Detected

Sensor
Status
Light
O bject
Detection
Sensor

Em pty
Belt

Sensor Target(s)
(Under Belt)

Sensor
Target
(U nder Belt)

Figure 14:Object Detect Sensor Empty Belt
Figure 12: Object Detect Sensor(s)

Object entering the chamber MUST trip the
sensor in order for the dryer to operate correctly.
Undetected product will not activate the
machine, and may result in uncured or under
cured ink.

When product is laid on the belt and travels
under the object detection sensor (Figure 15), it
covers the target and the sensor status light turns
off. The machine now knows that product is
entering the heat chamber, and activates the
heating elements.
Product
Detected

Object Detect
Sensor

Normal
Product

Figure 13: Tripping Object Detect Sensor

The object detect sensor works by shining an
invisible (Infrared) beam of light down through
the belt, and detecting the reflection off a target
located below the belt (Figure 14).
As an empty belt travels around the dryer, the
target is detected, the sensor status light
illuminates, and the machine knows that no
product is entering the cure chamber.

Figure 15:Object Detect Sensor Normal Product

It is important that both the sensor lens and the
sensor target are kept free of dust and lint so the
light beam can be emitted and detected correctly.
If dust or lint blocks the light beam enough,
product may be detected even on an empty belt,
resulting in heater elements activating when they
are not needed, resulting in lower efficiency and
reduced bulb life.
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Load Detect:
Under very rare circumstances, certain reflective
products may be laid on the belt, which may
duplicate the action of the sensor target by
reflecting the IR light beam back to the object
detection sensor (Figure 16). In this case, the
sensor status light remains illuminated, showing
that the machine is continuing to detect the
sensor target, and has not detected the product.
The machine will then not activate the heating
elements, and the product might not cure. While
this situation is extremely rare, it is conceivable
and should be taken into account when loading
product on the conveyor. If possible, reflective
portions of the product should be laid to the side
of the belt away from the object detection
sensor’s light beam. If the situation cannot be
avoided, contact Brown Manufacturing for
further assistance. Additional mitigation steps
include changing sensor parameters or in
extreme cases changing the type of sensor used
for object detection.
No
Product
Detected

The Firefly Curing System uses sensors at the
front roller (Figure 17) to detect product loaded
onto the belt and assign cure parameters.

Sensor Target
Sensor Status Light
(Under Belt)
Load Detect Sensor

Figure 17: Load Detect Sensor(s)

The system works by detecting product covering
the load detect target (Figure 18). As product is
detected, the machine applies the current active
cure parameters to the product. When the back
edge of the product is detected (the sensor target
is no longer covered), the system locks the cure
parameters to that location of the belt. If the user
chooses to change the cure parameters, the new
program only applies to areas of the belt AFTER
the trailing edge of the last product (Figure 18).
Back edge of product detected New Program has no effect Here

Free Area - New
Program Applied Here

Reflective
Product

Figure 16:Object Detect Sensor Reflective Product
Sensor Target
Load Detect Sensor

Figure 18: Applying New Program Settings

It is important to remember that new program
settings are only applied to new product –
product that has already completely passed the
9

load detect sensor is not affected by program
changes.
Loading Product from Side of Belt
If product is loaded from the side such that it
does not cover the load detect target, then the
machine does not know product has been loaded.
The machine will consider the entire belt to be
free area, and will apply new program settings to
the entire belt as soon as the settings are
changed. In this case, if the program settings
need to be changed for a new job, then the last
product of the original job should be loaded at
the load detect sensor.

Wrinkles
Product laid on the belt should be as flat as
possible. Avoid large wrinkles (Figure 20) which
could create shadows in the troughs between
peaks, resulting in possible undercured product.
WRINKLE PEAKS

WRINKLE TROUGH
Figure 20: Wrinkled Product

Loading Belt Correctly:
To ensure proper operation of the Firefly Curing
System, it is necessary to load product on the
belt correctly.
Snags
It is important to ensure that all product lands
completely within the edges of the belt, with no
arms, laces, straps, or anything else hanging off
the edge (Figure 19). Product hanging off the
edge of the belt may get caught while traveling
through the heat chamber, which may cause
product behind to snag and pile up, creating a
fire hazard. Any snags should be dealt with
immediately.

Folds
Avoid folding product anywhere in the image
area (Figure 21). Any ink located inside a fold
will not be exposed to IR radiation in the dryer,
and will not cure. It is perfectly OK to fold
product outside of the cure area, however.

FOLD
Figure 21: Folded Product

Figure 19: Poorly Loaded Belt
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Height Sensor Reset & Adjustment
Each belt has a height sensor system (Figure 22)
located in front of the heat chamber to detect and
prevent oversized objects from entering the
chamber.

LASER
EMITTER

LASER
RECEIVER

HEIGHT
ADJUSTMENT
SLOTS

Figure 22: Height Sensor Adjustments

The system is comprised of a laser emitter on
one side of the belt, and a laser receiver on the
other. When an object blocks the laser beam
from hitting the receiver, a height sensor event is
triggered, stopping the belt. When this occurs, a
notice appears on the main control kiosk (Figure
23), along with a barcode. The belt can be
restarted by pressing the notice on the main
control kiosk, by scanning the barcode on the
notice, or by scanning a “reset height sensor”
barcode printed from the “Settings” Screen
(Figure 24)

Figure 24: Print Reset Height Sensor Barcode Button

The height sensor system may be adjusted to
increase or reduce the allowable object height.
Adjustment is accomplished by loosening the
screws holding the laser emitter and receiver in
their adjustment slots (Figure 22), moving the
components up or down, and retightening the
screws. Adjust the emitter and receiver as
necessary such that the laser beam hits the center
of the receiver, and the yellow light on top of the
receiver glows. If the yellow light on the receiver
does not glow, or blinks, it is not receiving the
laser beam correctly, and one or the other
component must be adjusted.

Figure 23: Height Sensor Event Notice
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Changing Program Barcode IDs
Programs are created by changing parameters on
the main control kiosk. When a new program is
saved, a unique barcode ID is created and
associated with that program. If it is necessary to
change this barcode ID (to match another Firefly
Curing System, an order tracking system, etc.), it
can be changed using the Edit Program screen.
On the main control kiosk, choose “Settings”
(Figure 25), then “Programs” (Figure 26).

Figure 27: Edit Icon

Figure 25: Settings Button
Figure 28: Edit Barcode ID Button

Figure 26: Programs Button

Find the program you wish to edit, and drag it to
the “Edit” icon at the bottom of the screen
(Figure 27). The “Edit Program” screen will
open, allowing the barcode ID to be set (Figure
28). Valid IDs must fall between the numbers
1,000,000 and 9,999,999
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Troubleshooting Common Problems:
Problem: Bulbs turn on when no product is
passing through the dryer
Solution: Object detect sensors or targets are
dirty (See Object Detection)

Problem: Bulbs do not turn on when product
passes through the dryer
Solution: Product did not trip object detect
sensors (See Object Detection)

Problem: Product takes a long time to reach
cure temperature
Solution: Bulb powers (especially front bulb
powers) may be turned too low. (See Bulb
Program Settings -> Bulb Powers)
Bulb control mode may be incorrect for speed of
belt (See Bulb Control Modes)

Problem: Prewarm times are annoying
Solution: Prewarm settings may be
inappropriate for your type of use. (See Prewarm
Settings)

Problem: Ink not cured on random parts of print
Solution: Ink may not have been exposed to
heating elements correctly. (See Loading Belt
Correctly)

Problem: Back of product is not drying
Solution: Bottom convection air may be
necessary. (See Program Settings -> Convection
Top & Bottom)

Problem: Temperature overshoot on product is
causing problems.
Solution: Bulb powers may be turned too high.
(See Bulb Program Settings -> Bulb Powers)
Bulb control mode may be incorrect for speed of
belt (See Bulb Control Modes)

Problem: Product is snagging in dryer
Solution: Belt is being loaded incorrectly. (See
Loading Belt Correctly)

Problem: Burn marks are appearing on product
Solution: Oversize product may be touching
bulbs due to height sensor being set too high.
(See Height Sensor Reset and Adjustment)

Problem: Height sensor is constantly tripping
Solution: Height sensor may be set too low. (See
Height Sensor Reset and Adjustment)
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Users Manual
Using the Synergy
Your new Synergy system is simple to use and is fully
Users Manual from the touch screen display. This display
also controls the FireFly cure of the pretreat.
Synergy operation
When the system powers on, it displays the SPRAY screen.
Confirm that the system is in MANUAL mode. Image 1
Image 2: Projection image

Load the shirt. Image 3
•

Image 1: Spray screen

Choose the desired program for the garment. For
information on how to set the Synergy programs, see the
section on Software. For information on the FireFly
settings, refer to the manual for the FireFly.
A red rectangle will appear on the pretreat belt. This
represents the location into which the shirt must be loaded.
Note: It is imperative that the shirt does not extend
beyond the boundaries of the box. Loading outside the
red box will cause transfer issues to the FireFly.
A colored rectangle will appear on the pretreat belt. This
image represents where the spray will be located on the
belt. Image 2.
Note: The shirt must be loaded as follows.

• The collar should be placed on the right hand
side of the belt.
• The front edge sleeve should be folded under
to lay within the red box.
• The other sleeve should be folded under to
stay within the red boundaries.

Image 3: Shirt load

Press start.
The garment will move into the spray chamber and the
selected pretreat will be applied based upon the preset
chosen.
Continue to load and start garments and the pretreated
shirts will transfer onto the FireFly Curing System. The
FireFly will adjust to the cure settings in the original
parameters set.
Loading pretreat concentrate tanks.
Pretreat concentration solution is stored in the cabinet
located under the belt. There are spring loaded shelves that
the supplied tanks sit on. Image 4

Image 4: Pretreat storage cabinet
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Open the doors of the cabinet to access the pretreat, water
and waste tanks. Image 5

To power down both the Synergy and the FireFly, click the
HOME icon. Image 7

Image 7: Home icon

That will bring up the Home screen. Image 8
Image 5: Loading fluid tanks

The tanks are seated on separate platforms that are
connected to the information on the SPRAY screen. Insert
the hose connections and secure the lids. The tanks
contents are labeled. Image 6
• Waste
• Water
• Fluid 1
• Fluid 2
Image 8: HOME screen

Select the POWERDOWN icon. Image 9

Image 6: Fluid jugs
Image 9: POWER DOWN icon

NOTE: When the tanks are changed a bleed of the lines
must be performed. See the Maintenance Section for
additional information.

WARNING: To prevent injury, keep fingers and
clothing clear of the motor, gears and chain.
WARNING: To prevent injury, keep fingers and
clothing out from between the pretreat belt and the
transfer belt and also from between the transfer belt
and the FireFly belt.

Brown Manufacturing Group, Inc.
4661 Stafford SW
Wyoming, MI 49548
616-249-0200 fax 616-249-3211
www.brownmfg.net
customerservice@brownmfg.net
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SoftwareFrom Power On
At Power On, the Synergy will display the Spray Screen
in the last mode used in operation, this will either be
Queue Mode or Manual Mode. Both Modes operate
independently using different formats to load garment
settings. To Toggle between Modes, press the Queue/
Manual Toggle Button
, the white
highlighted option is the option which is currently selected.
The System can be powered down from any one of the
Synergy modules or the FireFly kiosk by pressing the
Power Down icon
from the Home Screen . Image 1

Home

Webcam

Spray control

FireFly feedback

Mode selection

Cure control

Spray area

Image 1: Spray Screen

Belt operations

Tank levels
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Spray Screen

Manual Mode

To Save a Settings Program, press the label above the spray
settings
. When you load a program, the
label will contain the name of the program. When you
change a setting, the label will contain Save. When you
press the label, you will be prompted to enter a name. After
you enter the name, the new area will appear in the Settings
Program List.

In Manual Mode, programs can be saved, loaded and
deleted. It is possible to lock Manual Mode so that
operators cannot interact with the program which is loaded
(More details in Security). The saved programs are split
into 3 areas. These categories allow for combinations of
garment specific spray and cure settings with various spray
areas (ie: A Dark Hoodie with a Left Chest, or a Light
T-Shirt with a Center Chest). Image 2
• Master: Contains both Spray Settings and a Spray
Area
• Settings: Contains the settings for spray and cure,
including Spray Density, Fluid, Passes, Cure Temp,
Cure Time and so on.
• Spray Area: Contains the area where the garment
will be sprayed.

To Save a Spray Area Program, press the label above the
spray area
. When you load a program, the
label will contain the name of the program. When you
change a setting, the label will contain Save. When you
press the label, you will be prompted to enter a name. After
you enter the name, the new area will appear in the Spray
Area Program List.

To Expand the menu press the Green Plus
next to the
menu you want to select, to minimize the menu press the
Red Minus . To load a program press the program name.
To delete a program press the Red X next to the program
you want to delete. You will see a message after pressing it
to confirm you want to delete this program.

Spray Area Programs and Settings Programs cannot share
names with Master Programs. If a Master Program exists
with the same name, then only the Master Program will
appear. To overwrite a program (including Default) save a
new program with the same name. Program names are not
case sensitive.

To Save a Master Program, press the label above both the
settings and the area
. When you load a program the label will contain the name
of the program, when you change a setting or the area the
label will contain Save. When you press the label you will
be prompted to enter a name, after you enter the name the
new area will appear in the Master Program List.

Image 2: Manual Mode Spray Screen
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Queue Mode
In Queue Mode, settings for each garment are loaded from
a Database, either via the systems API or Linx Software
Integration. Each Garment scanned into the system will be
added to the queue. If the current garment is not desired,
it can be removed from the queue by pressing the White X
in the corner of the product display card. Settings for
loaded garments can be modified before the user presses
Start. When the user presses start (or uses the auto-start)
the settings are locked in and cannot be modified. After
the user presses start the next garment in the queue will be
displayed. If the garment queue is empty, then the Default
Program from Manual Mode is loaded instead. The queue
can hold several thousand garments at a time. Image 3

The the order of the garments in the queue can be changed
to the following from the Scanning Settings screen
accessible from the Home menu.
• REPLACEACTIVE: The selected garment in the
queue will replace the active garment.
• SWAPACTIVE: The selected garment in the queue
will trade positions with the active garment.
• DELETE: The selected garment in the queue will be
deleted from the queue.
When a Garment is added to the queue, a halo is added
around the image to act as a spray buffer. This Spray buffer
can be modified in the Settings as Image Halo Left/Right
and Image Halo Top/Bot.

Image 3: Queue Mode Spray Screen
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Spray Control Settings
Controls are split into two portions, Spray Settings and the
Spray Area. The Spray Settings are on the left and control
how the garment is sprayed and cured.The Spray Area is on
the right and controls where the garment will be sprayed.
Image 4

Image 4: Spray Settings Control

To expand the Spray Settings press the Green Arrow
. The left side controls how the garment is
sprayed, the right side controls how the garment is cured.
• Spray Settings
▪▪ Grams: The Spray Density for the garment. This
number displays g/in2 in a friendly way using a
fixed area for the in2 (Default Fixed Area is 18” x
13” = 234 in2). This controls how fast the carriage
moves when spraying a particular nozzle.
▪▪ Fluid: The fluid to be sprayed on the garment. The
Synergy Pretreater is a multi-fluid system and can
alternate between spraying two fluids with ease.
▪▪ Passes: The number of passes to perform when
spraying.
• Cure Settings
▪▪ Cure Temp: Temperature the garment is to be
maintained at while in the dryer.
▪▪ Cure Time: Amount of time the garment is to be
exposed to heat while in the dryer.
▪▪ Bulb Powers: Power (as a percentage) for each
bulb while curing.
▪▪ Top Air Power: Percentage power for the top
convection fan in the dryer.
▪▪ Bot Air Power: Percentage power for the bottom
convection fan in the dryer.
▪▪ Exhaust Power: Percentage power for the exhaust
fans on the dryer.
▪▪ Cooler Power: Percentage power for the cooler
fan at the end of the dryer.

▪▪ Control Mode: How the dryer is to maintain
the cure temperature on the garment. Default is
CAMera mode, which utilizes IR cameras to read
the temperature on the garment. ALGOrithm mode
uses predictive math to determine the best way to
maintain temperature on the garment. Image 5

Image 5: Spray Area Control

The Spray Area Control controls where the garment will
be sprayed. All four sliders
can be dragged to
their position, or the number in the slider can be pressed
and manually entered via on-screen keyboard. It is also
possible to drag the spray around by pressing on the center
drag icon and moving it. Pressing on the green area will
turn the control gray, indicating that the current settings
will NOT spray the garment.
The left slider controls the length of the spray (how far the
carriage moves), and displays the distance from the right
edge of the area. The bottom slider controls the width of
the spray (which nozzle will be used to spray), displays
the distance from the top edge of the area, and will snap to
position for the 3 ideal nozzle widths (6”, 12”, 18”). The
top slider displays the distance from the top edge of the
max spray area (red dotted-line). The right slider displays
the distance from the right edge of the max spray area (red
dotted-line).
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Belt Operations
The Synergy system offers three controls for the operator;
START, ADVANCE, and RETURN. These settings
will control how the belt moves and what garments do
in the belt. In addition to these controls, the system
will automatically begin transfers to the FireFly via an
intermediary belt referred to as the Transfer Belt. While a
garment is on the Transfer Belt, or the system thinks there
is a garment on the Transfer Belt, and there is already a
garment in the Synergy Spray Chamber the Pretreater Belt
will not move forward. Image 6

Pressing RETURN will return the garment which is in the
Spray Chamber to the Load Zone. Make sure the Load
Zone is clear when this button is pressed, or any garment
in the Load Zone will be moved backwards towards the
operator and into the Belt Guard.
Tank Levels Display
The typical Synergy system contains four scales for
operators to track the contents of 5 Gallon Jugs. Each scale
is labeled with its appropriate readout, and the readouts
indicate volume of the tank using green and red. When the
readout turns red the tank is empty and should be refilled.
When the tank is refilled, the system will automatically
remind the user to bleed the pump associated with that
tank. Image 7

Image 6: Belt Operations

Pressing START will advance the current garment into
the Synergy Spray Chamber, where the garment will be
sprayed using the settings that were displayed. If there is
already a garment in the Spray Chamber and the operator
presses START, the garment in the Spray Chamber will be
moved onto the transfer belt, then the garment that was in
the Loading Zone will be moved into the Spray Chamber.
Pressing the number next to START will prompt the user to
enter a number for the Automatic Indexing Timer (AutoStart Countdown), then the next time the user presses
START the system will Automatic Indexing. In Queue
Mode, the Garment will be removed from queue when the
operator presses START (Behavior can be configured in
Settings).
Pressing ADVANCE will move the current garment to the
end of the belt but not spray it. This can also be used to
move a garment that is in Spray Chamber into the dryer
at the end of a production run. The advanced garment
will use the Cure Settings set when the user pressed
ADVANCE, meaning the garment will not be sprayed but
may be cured in the FireFly. Note that even if a garment is
not loaded, the system will act as though one has been, and
will still attempt to transfer it accordingly.

Image 7: Tank Level Indicators

Camera Window
The Synergy comes with a camera attached to the rear of
the Spray Cabinet, allowing the operator to view transfers
and garments entering the FireFly. To open the Camera
Window press the Camera Icon in the top left of the
display. To close the Camera Window press the Camera
Icon again. The window can be moved around by dragging
on the Green Title Bar, and can be resized by dragging on
the bottom right corner of the window.
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FireFly Feedback Window
To confirm settings on the FireFly, the operator can open
the FireFly Feedback Window by pressing the FireFly
Icon in the top left of the display. To close the FireFly
Feedback Window press the FireFly Icon again. The
window can be moved around by dragging on the Green
Title Bar, and can be resized by dragging on the bottom
right corner of the window. Image 8

Image 8: FireFly Feedback Window

The icon operates as an indicator to the status of the
FireFly:
• black
the FireFly is operating normally and
awaiting garments to enter,
• green
there are currently garments being cured
in the FireFly,
• red
there is something wrong with the
FireFly that requires attention or the FireFly is not
communicating with the Synergy.
The Feedback Window provides all the details the operator
needs to know about the FireFly. The Cure Time, Cure
Temp, Control, Top, Bot, Cool and Exh all relay the last set
values for the FireFly. The Entrance and Load indicators
show when those sensors have been triggered. Above the
sensor indicators, text messages will relay the current status
of the FireFly such as “Disconnected”, “Prewarming” or
“Job Stopped”.
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Maintenance Screen

Maintenance Cards
The Maintenance Screen is designed to assist in regular
maintenance that needs to be performed on the Synergy
Pretreater. From this screen, cleaning tasks for each
Pretreat Line and Spray Head can be performed manually
or on a schedule. Logs are also maintained for the
operations so that users can verify when operations were
performed. Image 9

The system is broken down into four Maintenance Cards
on this screen, allowing the operator to manually run
maintenance Tasks. Two of the cards are for the pretreat
mixing lines (referred to as Pretreat 1 and Pretreat 2), and
the other two are for the nozzle sets referred to as Spray
Head 1 and Spray Head 2.

The Clear Cache button will clear the Queue Mode Images
cache, in case there is something wrong with the images
being pulled in Queue Mode. Exhaust Power controls the
Exhaust Fan above the Spray Chamber, with 0% turning the
fan off and 100% being full power on.

Image 9: Maintenance Screen
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The System Maintenance Card primarily provides simple
control over the motors. Exhaust in the top right of the
card controls the Exhaust Fan above the Spray Chamber,
with 0% turning the fan off and 100% being full power
on. To change the Exhaust Power press on Exhaust in the
top right corner of the maintenance card and enter the new
power. Image 10

ratio from the drop down. The Name for the fluid in the
line can be set in this card as well (ie, renaming Fluid 1 to
GTX or GT3). To change the name of the fluid click on the
top green bar where it says FLUID: <Your Fluid Name>
and enter the new fluid name. Image 11

Image 11: Pretreat 1 Maintenance Card
Image 10: System Maintenance Card

• System Maintenance Operations:
▪▪ Dis/Engage Motors: Disengages the motors
so that they are not locked into position and
can be moved by hand. Other Belt Operations
will not be performed while the motors are
disengaged.
▪▪ Index/Home Carriage: Index Carriage to 10”
from the home position. If the Carriage is not
at the Home position then the button will instead prompt to home the carriage, which will
either move the carriage to home or initiate the
homing sequence.
▪▪ Clean Belts: Initiates a belt cleaning sequence
in which the belts move forward at a continuous rate while the carriage sweeps back and
forth over the belt spraying water. The parameters of this sequence can be modified in the
settings.
▪▪ Clear Media Cache: Clears the Queue Mode
Images cache, which is useful in case there is
something wrong with the images being pulled
in Queue Mode.
The Pretreat Maintenance Card provides control of
the Desired Mix Ratio for that fluid (in ratio format) and
displays feedback on the Achieved Mix Ratio of the mix
tank (in percentages). The Mix Ratio is always displayed
in Pretreat/Water order. To Change the Desired Mix
Ratio press on the current ratio in the top right corner of
the maintenance card
, and select the new

The maintenance card also allows the operator to disable
that line, preventing further mixing and spraying with
that fluid. This is useful should a critical component
used in the process of mixing and spraying that fluid fail,
and also to prevent automated procedures from occuring
while maintenance is being performed on the plumbing.
To disable the fluid line, change the Green Checkbox
to a Red X
by pressing it in the top left corner of the
maintenance card.
• Fluid Line Maintenance Operations
▪▪ Flush Line: Performs a number of cycles to fill the
pretreat pump and mixing tank with water, then
performs follow up cycles of mixing and spraying
to push that water out through the nozzles and refill
the line with mixed pretreat. It is recommended
that this be performed on a weekly basis for all
Pretreat Fluid Lines.
▪▪ Refresh Mixture: Empties the Mixing Tank
through the nozzles and refills the mixing tank.
Used when changing the Desired Mix Ratio or
when the Achieved Ratio is thrown off.
▪▪ Bleed Water: Runs the Water Mixing Pump
at full power through a return line to the Water
Source Jug. This is used to purge air from the
line, and it is critical that this be run whenever
the Water Source Jug is replaced or refilled. This
Operation is the same regardless of which Pretreat
Maintenance Card it is initiated from. This
does not waste any fluid. If this sequence stops
early then it is likely that a valve is not closing
corrrectly.
▪▪ Bleed Pretreat: Runs the Pretreat Mixing Pump
for this line at full power through a return line to its
Pretreat Source Jug. This is used to purge air from
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the line, and it is critical that this be run whenever
the Pretreat Source Jug for this line is replaced or
refilled. This does not waste any fluid. If this
sequence stops early then it is likely that a valve is
not closing that is supposed to.
▪▪ Fill Line With Water: Fills the Pretreat Fluid
Line with water. This includes the Pretreat Mixing
Pump, Mixing Tank, and the current Spray Head
assigned to spray this fluid. It is advised that this
be used when the machine is to be left unused for
more than a day. After this operation is run the
system will keep track of the line being filled with
water and will not allow the operator to spray until
the line has been refilled with pretreat.
▪▪ Fill Line With Pretreat: Fills the Pretreat Fluid
Line with mixed pretreat. This will automatically
prime and bleed all the pumps for this fluid line.
After this operation is performed the system should
be ready for spraying this fluid.
The Spray Head Maintenance Card allows the operator
to change which fluid comes out of that nozzle set, and
perform a number of maintenance operations. To change
the fluid that spray head uses press on the current fluid in
the top right corner of the maintenance card
,
and select the new fluid from the drop down. Image 12

Image 12: Spray Head 1 Maintenance Card

• Spray Head Maintenance Operations
▪▪ Begin/Stop Flush: Configures the system to push
water through the nozzles associated with this
Spray Head, and begins spraying water. When
Stop is pressed the system reverts to the previous
spray configuration, however water remains in the
head.
▪▪ Begin/Stop Spray: Configures the system to push
the default fluid through the nozzles associated
with this Spray Head, and begins spraying. When
Stop is pressed the system closes the nozzles.
▪▪ Remove Head: Fills all Heads in the carriage with
Water and Depressurizes the carriage for removal.
This operation is the same regardless of which
Spray Head Maintenance Card is it initiated on.

▪▪ De/Pressurize: Depressurizes the head by
closing all source valves and opening all nozzles.
Repressurizes by closing all nozzles. This
operation is the same regardless of which Spray
Head Maintenance Card is it initiated on.
▪▪ Bleed Spray Pump: Bleeds the pump used to
spray this head. This is done by closing all source
valves and opening a return valve to send mixed
pretreat back into the mixing tank that the spray
pump pulls from. This does not waste any fluid.
If this sequence stops early then it is likely that the
Spray Before Bleed setting needs to be enabled.
Plumbing Configuration
At the bottom of the Maintenance Screen, beneath the
Maintenance Cards, is the Plumbing Configuration
Selector. This will automatically apply and display a
configuration based on which lines are enabled and what
the default fluid is for each spray head. If the white box for
the Plumbing Configuration is empty, then that means the
system is not in a known configuration.
• Known Plumbing Configurations
▪▪ Normal: Both Pretreat Fluid Lines Enabled, Spray
Head 1 sprays Fluid 1, Spray Head 2 sprays Fluid
2.
▪▪ Line X Disabled: Only that Pretreat Fluid Line is
Disabled, all Spray Heads are configured as they
would be in Normal (ie Line 1 Disabled).
▪▪ All Lines Disabled: All Pretreat Fluid Lines are
disabled, All Spray Heads are configured as they
would be in Normal.
▪▪ Line X to Nozzle Set Y: All Pretreat Fluid Lines
except Line X are disabled, All Spray Heads are
configured to spray Water except for Spray Head Y,
which will spray Fluid X (ie Line 1 to Nozzle Set
2).
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Automatic Scheduled Maintenance Tasks
The Synergy Pretreater can be configured to perform
some of the previously described maintenance operations
automatically. These tasks can be configured by selecting
them from the Maintenance Drop Down List. Image 13

Image 14: Maintenance Task Card

Image 13: Maintenance Tasks Drop Down

To expand the menu press the Green Plus
next to the
menu you want to select, to minimize the menu press the
Red Minus . A new task can be added by pressing New
Task in the drop down, a new task will be added to the
end of the list, and it will be displayed for editing in the
Maintenance Task Card.
From the Maintenance Drop Down List you can enable
and disable Maintenance Tasks by pressing on the Green
Checkbox or Red X
at the left of the name of the task.
If there is a Green Checkbox then the task is enabled. The
system will prompt the operator for confirmation when they
attempt to enable a Maintenance Task. To select a Task
for editing press on its green name tag in the Maintenance
Drop Down List.
From the Maintenance Task Card the Task can be
customized. To change the name of the task press on its
name in the green title bar of the card. To Delete the task
press on the White X in the top left of the card, the
system will provide a confirmation window to prevent
accidental deletion. A description for the task can also be
added just below the title of the card, to edit the description
press on it, and enter the desired description. If there is
a specific time at which the task will run, the countdown
timer in the top left will display the time left until execution
in Hours:Minutes:Seconds format. Image 14

• Maintenance Task Settings
▪▪ Task: The maintenance operation to be performed
by this task.
»» Full: Performs a Flush Line operation of the
indicated fluid line as defined in the Pretreat
Maintenance Card Section.
»» Fill With Water: Performs a Fill Line With
Water operation of the indicated fluid line
as defined in the Pretreat Maintenance Card
Section.
»» Fill With Pretreat: Performs a Fill Line With
Pretreat operation of the indicated fluid line
as defined in the Pretreat Maintenance Card
Section.
»» Carriage: Flushes the carriage as defined in
the Spray Head Maintenance Card Section. It
will flush for an amount of defined which can
be changed in the Settings.
▪▪ Fluid/Head: The Fluid Line/Spray Head to
perform the task on.
▪▪ Event: The event which triggers the indicated
Task.
»» Scheduled: Performs the task on a time-based
frequency.
»» Power Down: Performs the task before
the machine powers down. System will
prompt for confirmation to run tasks before
performing them.
»» Power On: Performs the task after the
machine powers on.
»» Garment Count: Performs the task after
every X number of garments have been
sprayed (ie. every 500 garments). The counter
for these events are maintained separately for
every Task and is preserved between power
downs.
»» Idle: Performs the task after the machine has
not sprayed a garment for a fixed amount of
time (ie. after 1 hour of inactivity).
▪▪ Frequency: Associated with Scheduled Events.
Determines with what frequency the task should
run.
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»» Every: Run the task every fixed amount of
time (ie every 2 hours).
»» Daily: Run the task at a specific time every
day (ie every day at 3PM).
»» Weekly: Run the task on a specific day of
the week at a specific time (ie every Friday at
noon). The day of the week is indicated by the
Start Date.
»» Monthly: Run the task on a specific day of the
month at a specific time (ie on the 3rd of every
month at 10AM). The day of the month is
specified by the Start Date.
»» Yearly: Run the task on a specific day of the
year at a specific time. The day of the year is
specific by the Start Date.
○ Start Date: Associated With Scheduled
Tasks and Idle Tasks. The task will not
begin executing until the specified date has
passed.
○ Time: Associated with Scheduled Tasks
and Idle Tasks. The time of day or
frequency when the task should execute.
○ Garments: The number of garments that
should be processed before this task runs.
○ Active: If the task is set to run or not. The
system requires secondary confirmation to
enable a task.
Security

The Synergy Pretreater provides a security system for
locking down screens and settings. The first time you wish
to access this screen you will require contact with a Brown
Manufacturing Technician, whom will be able to provide
you with a password when you are prompted (they will
require the Level and Pin of the particular prompt you are
attempting to bypass). Image 15
After you have accessed the security screen you can set
a single password for accessing any locked screens and
settings in the system. Security can be enabled for a
specific feature from the Security Screen by checking
the box next to that feature and changing the Red X
to a Green Checkbox (Green Checkbox indicates that
security is enabled for that feature). You can identify items
as being locked when they have the Lock Icon on them.

Image 15: Security Screen

• Temporary Disable: Disables the security system
for 1 Hour after being enabled. During this time the
operator will not be prompted to enter a password for
any screen which normally requires it. After the hour
has passed the security system will re-enable itself.
• Spray Settings: Enables security for the Spray
Settings in the Spray Screen. When the operator
attempts to change any setting they will first be
required to enter a password. They can also unlock all
the settings by pressing on the Lock Icon next to
the Spray Settings and entering the password. While
the Unlocked Icon is displayed the settings will
not require password entry. To Re-Lock the settings
tap on the Unlocked Icon and it will change back to
the Lock Icon. The settings will still be changed by
scanning barcodes in Queue Mode.
• Spray Area: Enables security for the Spray Area
in the Spray Screen. The operator will not be able
to change the Spray Area without first pressing on
the Lock Icon next to the Spray Area Name and
entering the password. While the Unlocked Icon
is displayed the operator will be able to change
the Spray Area. To Re-Lock the Spray Area tap on
the Unlocked Icon and it will change back to the
Lock Icon. The Spray Area will still be changed by
scanning barcodes in Queue Mode.
• Program Selection: Enables Security for Program
Selection Menus in Manual Mode. While security
is enabled the operator will be prompted for password
every time they attempt to expand a drop down menu
for program selection. The Operator will be able to
close the drop down menu without a password.
• Mode Switching: Enables Security for Mode
Switching in the Spray Screen. While security is
enabled the operator will be prompted for password
every time they attempt to toggle between Queue
Mode and Manual Mode.
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• Spray Auto Start: Enables Security for the AutoStart feature in the Spray Screen. While security is
enabled the operator will be prompted for password to
change the time of the Auto-Start. The operator will
still be able to press Start and Pause.
• Screen Locks: These enable security for the various
screens as accessible from the Home Navigation
Screen. This includes the Maintenance Screen,
Diagnostic Screen, Calibration Screen and Settings
Screen. When one of these is enabled, the operator
will be prompted for password every time they
attempt to access the given screen.
• Power Down: Enables Security for the Power Down
button in the Home Navigation Screen. While
security is enabled the operator will be prompted for
password when attempting to initiate a power down
on the system.

•
•

Settings

The Settings screen is split into pages, and in these pages
the following settings can be found for the operator to
change as they wish. If a setting is NOT listed here it is
NOT ADVISED the Operator change it, doing so can cause
damage to the machine. The settings here are meant to
provide some customization.
• Load Returned Garment: If checked, then when
the operator presses Return on the Spray Screen,
the garment returned will have its settings loaded to
replace what is currently displayed. In Queue Mode
this means the garment will be added to the top of the
queue.
• Rotate Queue On Start: If checked, then when the
operator presses Start on the Spray Screen in Queue
Mode the garment will be removed from the queue
immediately. Otherwise, the system will wait until the
belt completes its next motion to remove the garment
from the queue.
• Spray Settings Format: Determines what control will
be used for setting the Carriage Speed during a spray.
▪▪ Fixed Area Grams: Grams setting will be
displayed (in grams), and it will provide a density
of the number entered divided by the number set
for Fixed Area For Grams. The system will
then use density calculations based on the Spray
Area and Nozzle Spray Densities to determine the
Carriage Speed
▪▪ Actual Grams: Grams setting will be displayed (in
grams), and it will provide a density of the number
entered divided by the active Spray Area. The

•

•

•

•
•

•

system will then use density calculations based
on the Spray Area and Nozzle Spray Densities to
determine the Carriage Speed
▪▪ Density: Density setting will be displayed (in
grams/in2). The system will then use density
calculations based on the Spray Area and Nozzle
Spray Densities to determine the Carriage Speed
▪▪ Speed: Speed setting will be displayed (in in/s),
which will directly control how fast the carriage
moves during a spray.
Fixed Area For Grams: Determines the fixed area to
be used in Fixed Area Grams density calculations.
The default value is set for a 13” x 18” area (234 in2).
Auto Start Mode: Determines behavior of when the
auto-start countdown will begin after the last time the
start button has been effectively pressed.
▪▪ Start From Load: Countdown will begin the
moment the belt has stopped and informs the
operator they can begin loading. This effectively
sets the timer to a Load Time.
▪▪ Start From Start: Countdown will begin the
moment the start button has been effectively
pressed. This does not factor in timing delays such
as when the system will be able to start the belt
again.
▪▪ Start From Enabled: Countdown will begin the
moment the start button is enabled.
Display Countdown: If checked then the countdown
will be displayed in the start button. Otherwise,
the start button value will remain static and the
countdown will only be visible on the load zone.
Image Halo Top/Bottom: Affects Queue Mode.
When a garment is scanned into the system, the value
set will be added to the top and bottom of the Spray
Zone indicated by the scan (ie, if the scanned image
has a height of 8” and the value is 0.5”, the Spray
Area will be 9” tall).
Image Halo Left/Right: Affects Queue Mode. When
a garment is scanned into the system, the value set
will be added to the left and right of the Spray Zone
indicated by the scan (ie, if the scanned image has a
width of 8” and the value is 0.5”, the Spray Area will
be 9” wide).
Temperature Unit: The temperature unit to display
for the Cure Temp. Available in Fahrenheit and
Celsius.
Spray Before Bleed: If checked then the system will
decompress spray pump lines before attempting a
bleed. This can be useful if bleeds are stopping early
due to mixing tanks approaching overflow. This
setting means Bleed Spray Pump will waste a small
amount of fluid.
Carriage Flush Time: The amount of time that an
Automated Maintenance Task will spend flushing
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•

•

•

•
•

•

the Carriage. Typical times are between 5 and 20
seconds.
Flush Line Iterations: During a Flush Operation as
defined in the Pretreat Maintenance Card Section
This indicates how many cycles the system will spend
filling with water, and how many cycles the system
will spend filling with pretreat.
Fill Tank Iterations: During a Fill Line With
Pretreat Operation as defined in the Pretreat
Maintenance Card Section. This indicates how
many cycles the system will spend filling with
pretreat.
Empty Tank Iterations: During a Fill Line With
Water Operation as defined in the Pretreat
Maintenance Card Section, this indicates how many
cycles the system will spend filling with water.
Mix Ratio Alarm: Determines how far off the Mix
Ratio has to be before it will alert the operator.
Load Orientation: Determines where “Top” is
displayed on the Load Zone and how sprays are to be
oriented.
▪▪ Collar Right: Top is displayed to the Right of the
operator, and garments are meant to be loaded
with the collar towards the right. This gives a Max
Spray Area of 24” Tall and 18” Wide.
▪▪ Collar Up: Top is displayed nearest the Spray
Chamber, and garments are meant to be loaded
with the collar towards the Spray Chamber. This
gives a Max Spray Area of 18” Tall and 24” Wide.
Collar Width: Defines how far apart the collar
alignment bars next to the Top of the Load Zone are.

For further customizations to the Synergy Pretreater
behavior, contact Brown Manufacturing.

Brown Manufacturing Group, Inc.
4661 Stafford SW
Wyoming, MI 49548
616-249-0200 fax 616-249-3211
www.brownmfg.net
customerservice@brownmfg.net

Sy-36
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Maintenance
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Maintenance System Components
The Synergy Pretreater utilizes an electrical control scheme
to control a variety of plumbing components. The system
has a single computer for handling high level control and
the interface, with multiple proprietary circuit boards for
direct component control and feedback. The colors used
in the images of these components may not match with the
components in your system.

Ball Valves are used throughout the system to control and
redirect flow as needed depending on the current operation.
Valves in the system will be labeled SVx. Image 2

Plumbing Components
The Synergy Pretreater uses at least 3 pumps per line and
1 carriage flush pump. Two of the pumps are for mixing
(Water Pump and Pretreat Pump), and the third is for spraying.
These pumps will kick on violently when in operation, and
even when on will only kick occasionally if pressure is
being maintained in the line (there is no open outlet for the
fluid). Pumps in the System will be labeled PMPx.
Image 1

Image 2: Ball Valve

The Flow Sensor Manifolds are critical in Mixing, as their
feedback is used to regulate the output of each pump to ensure the desired mix ratio is achieved. Each Mixing Pump
will have a manifold of 4 flow sensors. The manifolds are
mounted with a specific up orientation, if replacing the
manifold keep an eye out for any labels indicating the correct orientation. Flow Sensors in the system will be labeled
FSx. Image 3

Image 1: Pump

Image 3: Flow Sensor Manifold
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There is one Mixing Tank per Pretreat Fluid, which acts as
a reservoir during sprays. The tank will automatically refill
when it dips below a threshold. Image 4

Spray Chamber Components
The Spray Carriage contains 2 nozzle sets (referred to as
heads), each containing 3 nozzles. Each nozzle is designed
to spray a specific width (6”, 12” or 18”). The system
automatically decides which nozzle is best depending on
the given spray area for a spray. The system is designed to
use ball valves to route either Pretreat Fluid to either Spray
Head (For more information, see the Maintenance Screen
Section under Plumbing Configurations). The carriage is
designed to be easily replaced which a spare carriage in the
event of nozzle failure. Valves used in the Nozzles will be
labeled SVx. Image 6,7 and 8

Image 4: Mixing Tank

Bowl Filters are installed throughout the system, one on
each pump. They are used to prevent contaminants from
reaching system critical components and increasing the
lifespan of these components. With these filters it is normal
for air to become trapped on the inside, and leak back
through the inlet when the pump is not in operation.
Image 5
Image 6: Spray Carriage

Image 7: Spray Nozzle Assembly

Image 5: Inline Bowl Filter
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All of the plumbing components connect to the ZMTR117
control board designed and manufactured by Brown Manufacturing. The 4-Switch Dip-Switch at the center of the
board is for addressing and uniquely identifies each board,
when replacing a board it is critical that the new boards address switches be set the same as the old board. Image 10

Image 10: ZMTR117 Control Board

Image 8: Spray Nozzle Assembly Breakdown

Carriage Motion is based on 3 Sensor that detect where
the carriage is. The one at the front and rear of the Spray
Chamber are over-travel sensors that the carriage should
never trigger unless the system is configured incorrectly or
is experiencing failing parts. The sensor in between these
two is the homing sensor which is used to calibrate the
carriage. Homing occurs automatically when the machine
attempts its first spray, and whenever an overtravel sensor
is tripped. Homing can be manually performed from the
Diagnostics Screen. Image 9

Image 9: Carriage Homing Sensor

The Spray Chamber also contains an exhaust fan which can
be controlled from the Maintenance Screen. The exhaust
fan works to prevent pretreat mist from billowing out the
sides of the pretreater, instead catching it on the filter beneath the fan.
Belt Components
The Synergy Pretreater utilizes 3 belts to perform all its
operations. The Pretreater Belt moves garments from the
load zone into the Spray Chamber, then onto the Transfer
Belt. The Transfer Belt moves garments from the Pretreater Belt to the Firefly Belt while both are performing separate operations. The Firefly Belt moves garments through
the Firefly, moving at the speed of the longest cure time in
the Cure Chamber.
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The Pretreater Belt moves over a Waste Tub that is meant
to catch any waste fluids and channel them into a waste
tank. At the front of the belt is an operator guard which
houses a belt brush. This brush will catch lint that is stuck
to the belt.
The Belts are operated using Servomotors. Image 11
which are controlled by a single Hub mounted in the electrical channel of the frame behind the yellow side-panels.
Image 12

Standard Maintenance
This section describes maintenance that goes beyond what
the software is capable of handling on its own, however to
perform these tasks the software is able to assist to a certain
degree depending on the task.
Replace Carriage
The first step in replacing the carriage is to fill the carriage
with water and depressurize the lines going to the carriage.
To perform this in one operation go to the Maintenance
Screen and press Remove Head (see Maintenance Screen
Section under Spray Head Maintenance Card). When
it is complete the carriage will be depressurized and filled
with water. Disconnect all tubes and electrical connections
to the carriage, then lift the carriage out of the Spray Chamber using the built-in handles.
After the carriage has been removed, the new carriage can
be installed by placing it in the carriage holder in the Spray
Chamber. With the new carriage resting in the chamber,
reconnect the tubes and electrical connections which go
into the carriage.
After the new carriage has been installed, pressurize the
carriage by going to the Maintenance Screen and pressing Pressurize. After the carriage has been pressurized
you can use the Begin Spray buttons to confirm the new
carriage is operational (see Maintenance Screen Section
under Spray Head Maintenance Card).
If the carriage is being removed without replacement, you
can disable spraying of pretreat by changing the default
fluid of both heads to Water (see Maintenance Screen
Section under Spray Head Maintenance Card).

Image 11: Servomotor

Image 12: Motor Hub

Bleed Pumps
When air enters a fluid line that air can get trapped in a
pump and reduce the performance of that pump. It is
recommended that whenever a source tank is refilled or
replaced that its associated pump is bled. To Bleed a Pump
go to the Maintenance Screen and press the Bleed button
for the corresponding pump (See Maintenance Screen
Section under Pretreat Maintenance Card).
If the Spray Pump is not performing as expected (sputtering
or struggling to maintain pressure) attempt to bleed that
pump from the Maintenance Screen as well (See Maintenance Screen Section under Spray Head Maintenance
Card). The Achieved Mix Ratio may update while bleeding the spray pump.
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Replace/Clean Filters
To replace the filters, the bottom of the filter unscrews from
the top. The contents of the bottom can be dumped back
into the source jug connected to the filter. The filter is a
removable cylinder that is attached to the top of the filter.
It can be removed and cleaned or replaced. When reconnecting the bottom, ensure the seal is tight. After the filter
is reassembled, bleed its associated pump (See Maintenance Screen Section under Pretreat Maintenance Card)
and ensure that the pump is able to fill the line with fluid.
If there is no suction, double check that the bottom of the
filter is tightly secured to the top to prevent air leaks.
Change/Clean Nozzles
The nozzles in the carriage can be removed easily by grabbing and twisting the Red or Green Quick-Connect adapter.
Once removed, the metal nozzle tip can be removed and
replaced or cleaned as necessary. To clean the nozzle tips,
it is recommended to soak them in a cleaning solution then
use an ultrasonic cleaner.
Carriage Rails Lubrication
If the carriage is squeaking this can be because of friction between the plastic rails and guides for the carriage
mount. Lubricate with White Lithium Grease spread along
the rails, you can then go to the Diagnostics Screen and
move the carriage motor manually back and forth until the
squeaking is resolved (See Diagnostics Screen Section
under Motors).
Replace Pump
Before Replacing a pump ensure that its associated line is
Disabled from the Maintenance Screen (See Maintenance
Screen under Pretreat Maintenance Cards). If replacing
a spray pump be aware that the Mixing Tank is likely to
empty during the process of replacement and you should
have a container to catch any leaks and spills from the
process.
To replace a Pump follow the 2-Wire power cable for the
pump to its nearby floating connector. Disconnect the power and then disconnect the tubing connected to the pump.
Once the power cable and tubing are disconnected, unscrew
the mounts for the pump. To install the replacement pump,
mount it first, then connect the plumbing, then connect
power.

Remember to re-enable the plumbing line associated with
the pump after Maintenance is complete (See Maintenance
Screen under Pretreat Maintenance Cards). You can
verify that the pump is operational by manually operating
it from the Diagnostic Screen (See Diagnostic Screen
Section under Plumbing Controls).
Replace Ball Valve
Before Replacing a ball valve ensure that its associated line
is Disabled from the Maintenance Screen (See Maintenance Screen under Pretreat Maintenance Cards). You
may wish to have a small container to catch any leaks and
spills from the process.
To replace a ball valve, first follow the 3-Wire power cable
for the valve to its nearby floating connector and disconnect
the power. Then disconnect the tubing connected to the
valve. Once the power cable and tubing are disconnected,
unscrew the mounts for the valve. The valve is contained
in a case. Remove the lid from the case, then remove the
valve. The new replacement valve can be placed in the
old case, which can then be re-mounted. Once the case
is mounted reconnect the tubes then reconnect the power
cable.
Once the new ball valve is installed, you can verify its
functionality by manually operating it from the Diagnostic
Screen (See Diagnostic Screen Section under Plumbing
Controls). Remember to re-enable the plumbing line
associated with the valve after Maintenance is complete
(See Maintenance Screen under Pretreat Maintenance
Cards).
Replace Solenoid Valve
To replace a solenoid valve in the carriage you will first
need to remove the carriage (See Replace Carriage).
Once removed the carriage can be opened by removing the
9 screws on the outside of the carriage.
First remove the tube going into the valve. Then remove
the power adapter screwed onto the valve. Once the adapter has been unscrewed and pulled off, the nozzle mount
will need to be removed so that the valve can be rotated
on the mount. To remove the nozzle mount remove the
two screws mounting it to the carriage. The valve can be
removed from the nozzle mount by rotating it around the
valves ports.
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Once the old valve has been removed scrape off any
remaining plumbers tape left on the thread and reapply 2
layers of new plumbers tape. Then screw the new valve
onto the nozzle mount. Once the valve is securely attached
to the nozzle mount, the nozzle mount can be reattached to
the carriage, and the power adapter and tube connected to
the new valve.
Test the new valve from the Diagnostics Screen (See Diagnostics Screen Section under Plumbing Controls) or from
the Maintenance Screen (See Maintenance Screen Section
under Spray Head Maintenance Card).
Remove and Clean Belt Pretreater and Transfer Belt
The Pretreater and Transfer Belts are plastic modular belts
that are easy to remove and clean. To remove a belt pick
one of the zipper rods that hold the belt together, and pull
it out from the side using pliers. With the belt removed the
axle can be sprayed with a cleaning solution and scrubbed
clean, be careful when scrubbing the axle not to shift any of
the teeth used to the drive the belt.
Reconnect the belt when the Synergy Software is not running (the motors will be disengaged and the axles can be
rotated by hand). Feed the belt around both axles, ensuring the teeth line up with the wider slots on the belt (belt
orientation does not matter). Then use Zip Ties to hold the
belt together. It is best to put the zip-ties through holes two
sections away from the gap on either side to prevent putting
strain on the zipper rods. With the holes lined up in the
sections, reinsert the zipper rod.
Clean Pretreater Belt Brush
The Operator Guard at the front of the machine houses a
brush that extends along the width of the belt. Lint gets
trapped in the guard. To remove the guard remove the bolts
on either side of the guard. Scoop lint out by hand and, if
necessary, replace the brush.
Replace Exhaust Filter
To replace the exhaust filter set the power of the Exhaust
Fan to 0% from the Maintenance Screen. Slide the old filter out of its mount above the carriage in the Spray Chamber and slide the new filter in.

Flush Line with Cleaning Solution
To flush a line using a seperate cleaning solution than water
follow these steps. This process will fill the line with the
cleaning solution, then rinse the line with water before
refilling the system with pretreat.
1. Disconnect source tube from the source jug cap
for the Pretreat Source jug.
2. Perform a bleed for the pump associated with the
desired fluid
3. Reconnect the source tube to the source jug cap
and connect the cap for the Water Source to a jug
containing the cleaning solution
4. Perform a Fill Line With Water for the desired
fluid (See Maintenance Screen under Pretreat
Maintenance Card).
5. Let system sit with cleaning solution for at least 15
minutes.
6. Replace the Jug containing cleaning solution with
the Water Source jug.
7. Perform a Fill Line With Water for the desired
fluid (See Maintenance Screen under Pretreat
Maintenance Card).
8. Perform a Fill Line With Pretreat for the desired
fluid (See Maintenance Screen under Pretreat
Maintenance Card).
This process takes 1 hour to complete per fluid line.
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Recommended Maintenance Schedule
Some of these actions may require more frequency depending on the pretreat formula used in the Synergy Pretreat
System.
Daily Maintenance
• Flush Carriage at end of shift (Can be automated)
• Wipe excess pretreat off Carriage Belts
Weekly Maintenance
• Flush Pretreat Lines (Can be automated)
• Clean Pretreater Belt Brush
Monthly Maintenance
• Clean Pretreater and Transfer Belts
• Flush System with Cleaning Solution (Can be automated if using a premixed solution)
• Replace Exhaust Filters
BiMonthly Maintenance
• Clean/Replace Bowl Filters
• Clean Carriage Trough
As Needed
• Check for Clogs in Waste Tub
• Bleed Associated Pump when refilling Source Jug
• Replace/Clean Nozzle
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Preventative Maintenance Instructions
These instructions correspond with the Preventative Maintenance Checklist. The last part of
this document are instructions for replacing ball valves, pumps, and carriage.

Start-up Instructions:
●

Nozzle Replacement
○ There are two types of nozzles look at the bottom of the nozzles before placing
them in a Quick Connect Adapter.
■ The nozzle with the number 6502 written on the bottom goes to the green
Quick Connect Adapter.
■ The nozzle with the number 4001 goes to the red Quick Connect Adapter
■ Remember that each nozzle needs a gasket (the black, rubber piece),
which is placed in the Quick Connect Adapter after the nozzle.
■ For more information see page 54 of the User Manual
■ The placement of the nozzles are also crucial. See the diagram below

●

Bleeding Pumps
○ If you want this process to be automated:
■ Create a Maintenance task for each pump (if there aren’t any created
already)
● Go to the Maintenance Screen
● The pretreater came with bleed tasks already in the system. Verify
that you have the following tasks under “MAINTENANCE” on the
right side and that there is a green check mark next to each one:
○ “POWER ON BLEED 1”
○ “POWER ON BLEED 2”
○ “POWER ON BLEED 3”
○ “POWER ON BLEED 4”
○ “POWER ON BLEED 5”
● If these tasks aren’t on your list, add a task for each pump
○ Task: Bleed
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●

○ Pump: PMP1
○ Event: POWERON
○ Active: Yes
○ Change name to “POWER ON BLEED 1”
○ Repeat for the rest of the pumps
○ If you want to do this process manually every start-up or if you just refilled the
source tanks:
■ Click the Maintenance cards Icon (see User Manual page 46)
■ There are five tabs at the bottom of the card
● System
● Pretreat1
● Pretreat2
● Spray Head 1
● Spray Head 2
■ Click the Pretreat1 tab
● Press the “BLEED PRETREAT” button
■ Go to the Pretreat2 tab
● Press the “BLEED PRETREAT” button
■ Click Spray Head 1
● Press the “BLEED SPRAY PUMP” button
■ Click Spray Head 2
● Press the “BLEED SPRAY PUMP” button
Reminder: ** the pumps need to be bled every time a source tank is refilled**

Shutdown Instructions
●

●

●

Flush nozzles
○ There should be a Maintenance Task created to flush the nozzles (See page 48
of the User Manual for more information)
■ Go to the Maintenance screen
■ The system came with a task already created to flush the nozzles: under
“MAINTENANCE” on the right side of the screen: verify that there is a
green check mark next to “POWER DOWN FLUSH”
Initiate Proper Shutdown (See page 39 of the User Manual for more information)
○ Click the home button
○ Press “POWER DOWN”
○ There will be a prompt for a Scheduled Event (the carriage flush)
○ Click yes
Remove/Clean Nozzles
○ Remove all 6 nozzles from carriage
○ Take nozzles out of green/red Quick Connect Adapters
○ Soak nozzles in cleaning solution

Daily Instructions
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●
●

●

Open up the lower cabinet and verify there aren’t any leaks
Wipe down
○ Touchscreen
○ Scanner
Wipe/clean off any pretreat from:
○ Pretreater frame
○ Inside door to carriage
○ Carriage belts
○ Transfer belt
○ Pretreater belt

Weekly Instructions
●

Clean the Pretreater belt brush
○ Located at the front of the belt, connected to the metal guard, directly in front of
where the operator stands.
○ To get to the brush, remove the bolts on either side of the metal guard and pull off
○ Remove any lint and clean off bristles. Replace if necessary

Monthly Instructions
●

●

●

●

Check for Synergy software updates:
○ If there was an update, someone from your company should have gotten an
email from Alan with instructions on how to install the software
Wipe down IR Cameras in Firefly
○ The cameras are located on the top of the Firefly
■ There are two cameras for each drone on every lane
○ You can either reach underneath the camera or unscrew the two screws on the
sides and lift it out so you can clean the lens
Clean/Replace Bowl Filters
○ The bottom of the filter unscrews from the top
○ The contents can be dumped back into the source jug connected to the filter
○ The filter is a removable cylinder that is attached to the top of the filter
○ Remove the filter and clean it or replace if necessary
○ Connect the filter back to the top
○ Screw on the bottom and make sure it has a tight seal otherwise it will cause
problems in the future. Do a bleed on the associated pump by going to the
maintenance card and clicking the correct tab, then bleed pretreat.
Flush lines with Cleaning solution
○ Remove Pretreat from system:
■ Pull out the source tubes (acrylic dip tube) from the caps/pretreat tanks
■ Make sure the return lines are connected to the cap. Or if you are using
55 gal drums, make sure the return lines are placed inside the correct
drums.
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■

■

■
■

■

■
■
■
■
■
■

■

Perform a bleed on Pretreat1 to pull air in and push any remaining
pretreat back into the tank
● Maintenance Card→ Pretreat1 tab on the bottom of the page
● Click Bleed Pretreat
Perform a bleed on Pretreat2 to pull air in and push any remaining
pretreat back into the tank
● Maintenance Card → Pretreat2 tab on the bottom of the page
● Click Bleed Pretreat
Connect the Water Source cap to the jug that has the cleaning solution
Perform a Fill Line With Water for the Pretreat1 line
● Maintenance Card → Pretreat1 tab on the bottom of the page
● Click Fill Line with water
Perform a Fill Line With Water for the Pretreat2 line
● Maintenance Card → Pretreat2 tab on the bottom of the page
● Click Fill Line with water
Let cleaning solution sit for at least 15 minutes
Replace the cleaning solution jug with the Water Source jug
Perform a Fill Line with Water for Pretreat1
Perform a Fill Line with Water for Pretreat2
Place the source tubes for Pretreat1 and Pretreat2 back into the tanks
Perform a Fill Line with Pretreat for Pretreat1
● Maintenance Card → Pretreat1 tab on the bottom of the page
● Click Fill Line with Pretreat
Perform a Fill Line with Pretreat for Pretreat 2
● Maintenance Card → Pretreat2 tab on the bottom of the page
● Click Fill Line with Pretreat

Bimonthly Instructions
●

●

●

How to clean pretreater/transfer belt:
○ Pull out one of the white zipper rods in between the grey pieces on the belt using
a pair of needlenose pliers
○ Remove the belt from the machine
○ Use cleaning solution to scrub off built up pretreat
○ Hose down with water
○ Let dry
While the belts are off:
○ Clean the axle with cleaning solution, but be careful NOT to shift any of the
teeth used to drive the belt!
○ Wipe down the area underneath the belts
To replace the belt
○ The easiest way is when the Synergy Software is not running
○ Run the belt around both axles and line up the teeth to the wider slots on the belt
(belt orientation doesn’t matter)
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○

○
○

Use Zip Ties to hold the belt together. It’s best to put the Zip Ties through holes
two sections away from the gap on either side to prevent putting too much strain
on the other zipper rods.
Make sure the belt is lined up correctly and the teeth on the axle are still lined up
with the holes in the belt
Re-insert the zipper rod

Replacement Instructions (See page 57 of the User Manual for more information):
● Ball Valve
○ First, make sure that the line you will be working on is Disabled:
■ Maintenance screen
■ At the bottom the screen, underneath the maintenance cards (the window
with the five tabs at the bottom), you will see Plumbing Configuration
■ Click the white portion next to that and a list of options will appear
■ Select Line __ Disabled
○ Follow the 3-wire power cable for the valve to the nearby connector and unplug
the power cable
○ Disconnect the tubing that is connected to that valve
○ Unscrew the mount for the valve **In some cases, it is easier to leave the mount
in place and take the ball valve out of the case**
○ There is a case around the valve. Remove the screws and take the ball valve out
of the case
○ Place the new valve in that case
○ Re-mount the ball valve
○ Attach the tubes
○ Reconnect the power cable
○ Go back to the maintenance screen and set the Plumbing Configuration to
normal.
○ To test the valve:
■ Go to the Diagnostic Screen under Plumbing Controls
■ Select Manual Override (Red means it is on)
■ Press the valve you replaced to turn it green listen for it to open (start to
end) and then press it again to turn it grey. Listen for a start sound and
make sure it stops.
● Replace Pump
○ Before replacing a pump make sure the line you will be working on is disabled
■ Maintenance screen
■ At the bottom the screen, underneath the maintenance cards (the window
with the five tabs at the bottom), you will see Plumbing Configuration
■ Click the white portion next to that and a list of options will appear
■ Select Line __ Disabled
○ If this is a spray pump: the liquid in the mixing tank will empty while you are
replacing. Have a small container ready to catch the liquid.
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●

○ Follow the 2-wire power cable to its nearby connector and disconnect the power.
○ Disconnect the tubing going to and from the pump
○ Unscrew the mounts for the pump and pull it out
○ Mount the new pump in its place and make sure it is secure
○ Connect the plumbing
○ Reconnect power
○ Re-enable the plumbing line on the Maintenance screen
Replace Carriage
○ Fill the carriage with water and depressurize the lines
■ Go to the Maintenance Screen
■ Click on the Spray Head 1 card
■ Press the Remove Head button: This will depressurize the carriage and
fill it with water
■ Repeat for Spray Head 2
○ Disconnect the tubes going to the carriage
○ Disconnect the green electrical cable
○ Take out the screw that holds the carriage in place
○ Lift the carriage out of the Spray Chamber using the built-in handles
○ Place the new carriage in the carriage holder in the Spray Chamber
○ Reconnect the tubes and electrical connections
○ Pressurize the carriage by going to the Maintenance Screen → Spray Head 1→
pressurize. Repeat for Spray Head 2
■ Click the Begin Spray button on the Spray Head 1 tab
■ Verify that all nozzles have a continuous, full spray
■ Click Begin Spray button on the Spray Head 2 tab
■ Verify that all nozzles have a continuous, full spray
○ **If the carriage is being removed without replacement, disable pretreat from
spraying by changing the default fluid of both heads to Water:
■ Maintenance Screen
■ Spray Head 1 tab
■ Change the “Default:” fluid to Water
● Clicking next to “Default” (top right corner of tab window) will give
you a list of options. Choose Water
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Troubleshooting
The Spray Area is uneven/angled
• First check that the nozzle with the issue is at the
correct angle. The nozzle tip should be parallel to
the trough, perpendicular to the carriage belt.
• If the issue is not the spray angle, then attempt
cleaning the nozzles.
• If the issue is not the nozzles being dirty, then
check the filter going to the carriage.
• If the issue is not the filter, then check the pump. It
may need replacement.
• If the issue persists, contact Brown Manufac-

turing.

The Spray Area is shifted and no longer hitting the
target box.
First check that the system knows where the Load Zone
is located. In settings, there is a page with Zone settings.
The default zone selected should be the Load Zone. The
Start for the Load Zone is defined as, “the distance between the nearest solid red line to the operator and the far
edge of the belt guard from the operator”. See the Calibrate Spray Zone screen for specifics.
The next thing to check would be the placement of the
Spray Chamber. The chamber is mounted on rails and can
be moved along those rails with ease. Confirm that the
Spray Chamber is the correct distance from the operator
(The standard distance is 34” to the front of the frame).
There are notches on the rails to lock the Spray Chamber
into position.
If the issue persists, contact Brown Manufacturing.
The System is giving a message about the Mix Ratio
being off, and refreshing the mixture is not correcting
the error.
Verify the following items:
• The Source Jug for the fluid is more than a quarter
full.
• The bottom of the Bowl Filters are firmly screwed
onto the top.
• When Bleeding the Pump, fluid returns to the
source jug via the return line. If not, see section on
When Bleeding a Pump no fluid is coming back
in the return line.
Once these items have been confirmed, attempt Refresh
Mixture again (See Maintenance Screen Section under
Pretreat Maintenance Cards). If the Mix Ratio is not
correcting itself, check the Ball Valve connecting that
fluid’s pump to the mixing tank (see the issued Plumbing
Schematic to determine which ball valve is used in mixing
that fluid). Follow the steps for Troubleshooting a Ball

Valve to confirm the operation of the ball valve. If you
corrected an issue with the Ball Valve, attempt to Refresh
Mixture again.
If the valve is working and the issue persists, then determine what flow sensors are used for mixing that fluid and
follow the steps for Troubleshooting Flow Sensors. Once
any issue with the Flow Sensors has been corrected attempt
to Refresh Mixture again.
If the issue persists, contact Brown Manufacturing.
Bleed Operations Stop Early.
The operation has a failsafe procedure that monitors the
mixing tanks. If the tanks are above capacity then the bleed
operation stops. Verify the following:
• The Mixing Tank arm is moving freely.
• All Valves connected to the pump are operating
correctly.
• If bleeding a spray pump, try enabling the Spray
Before Bleed setting.
• If the issue persists, contact Brown Manufacturing.

When Bleeding a Pump no fluid is flowing in the return
line.
Verify the following items:
• The Source Jug for the fluid is over a quarter full.
• The bottom of the Bowl Filters are firmly screwed
onto the top.

Once those have been confirmed, attempt the bleed again.
If there is still no fluid moving in the return line then
proceed to diagnose the individual ball valves and pump
involved in that bleed (see your issued Plumbing Schematic to determine which components are used in bleeding
that pump). See the sections on Troubleshooting a Pump
and Troubleshooting a Ball Valve. Troubleshoot the Ball
Valves first.
If the issue persists, contact Brown Manufacturing.
After Spraying, the resulting garment weighs less than
expected/has a smaller spray area than expected.
Determine specifically which nozzles are exhibiting the
issue by testing sprays with each nozzle. Then verify the
following items:
• The nozzles are clean and clear of obstructions.
• The nozzle sprays when its valve is open (See
Plumbing Schematic and Diagnostic Screen).
• With the nozzle tip removed, test that a steady
stream of fluid comes out when the valve is open.
• From the Calibration Screen, verify that the
nozzle is spraying the same amount of fluid it was
spraying when the system was installed.
If the issue persists, contact Brown Manufacturing.
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Troubleshooting a Pump
Confirm a Pump’s operation by opening all valves involved in bleeding and turning the pump on at 100% Duty
from the Diagnostic Screen. If the pump is not physically
vibrating from operation, trace the power connection for
the pump back to its control board (Board ID should be on
your Plumbing Schematic). If the board does not have
an activity light corresponding with turning the pump on
and off from the Diagnostic Screen, then the board needs
replacement. If the pump is still not vibrating, then the
pump is faulty and will need replacement. If the pump is
vibrating but no fluid is moving into or out of the pump,
confirm that are no loose tubes in the lines by disconnecting
the inputs and outputs of the pump, and routing them into
a bucket filled with water. If there is suction, verify that all
tubing behind and in-front of the pump is solid, and reconnect the pump. If there is still no suction then the pump is
faulty and needs replacement.
Troubleshooting a Ball Valve
For a Ball Valve, confirm its operation by cycling it from
the Calibration Screen or Diagnostic Screen and listening
for its function. If the valve is not making noise, confirm
the 3-wire power harness for the valve. If necessary, trace
the harness back to its control board (Board and Port IDs
are noted on the Plumbing Schematic), confirm that the
red and green lights for that ball valve port on the control
board alternate when the valve is supposed to be toggling
on and off. If the lights are not toggling, the board is faulty
and it will need to be replaced.
Troubleshooting Flow Sensors
Locate the Flow Sensors for the pump on the Diagnostic
Screen and press Reset on each of them. For the pump
connected to the flow sensors, open a source valve on the
suction side of the pump. This can be either water or pretreat. Disconnect the output of the flow sensors manifold
and aim it into an empty container. Set the Pump Duty to
25%, then turn the pump on. Time for 15 seconds, then
turn the pump off. Check the Flow Sensors on the Diagnostic Screen, if they display any volume greater than 10
ounces, then those flow sensors are working. If the flow
sensors do not stop incrementing after the pump has shut
off, check the connection to the control board for those flow
sensors. Disconnect and reconnect the flow sensors that are
still incrementing.
If the Flow Sensors did not increment, or one displayed
a value significantly less than the others (a difference of
20% or more), that flow sensor should be replaced. Mixing
Operations can continue using only 2 flow sensors.

If issues with the Flow Sensors persist, contact Brown
Manufacturing.
Troubleshooting the Teknic Hub
This operation applies to any of these issues:
• When Start is Pressed the Belts do not move.
• An error message appears at Start stating that the
Teknic Hub is not connected.
• Motors are not responding to control within the
Diagnostic Screen.

Verify the following
• Check all connections between the Lower Cabinet,
the Frame and the Spray Chamber.
• Confirm USB connections to the Teknic Hub in the
Electrical Channel behind the yellow panels in the
frame.
• Confirm all 8-Pin Motor Connections to the Teknic
Hub are connected to the Motors.
• Confirm the Power connection to the Motor.
• Attempt Restarting the Synergy Pretreater Computer and Teknic Hub.
If the issue persists, contact Brown Manufacturing.

No Pressure
Go to "Pressure" page

No Pressure

The valve not open/close
successfully
Go to "Valves" page

Valves

Is the nozzle dripping
before/after a spray
Go to "Not Enough Spray/Low
Spray Density" page

Is the nozzle spitting out air
Go to "Not Enough Spray/Low
Spray Density" page

The spray misses the first part of
the shirt
Go to "Spray Area" page

The spray area is shifted over
Go to "Spray Area" page

Common Spray Problems

No Spray
Go to "No Spray" page

Nozzle isn't spraying enough
Go to "Not Enough Spray/Low
Spray Density" page

Tanks overflowing
Go to "Overflowing Tanks" page

Overflowing Tanks

The source tank was just refilled
and now there is a mixing error
Go to "Mixing Ratio" page

Does the error go away after
refreshing mixture, but returns
after a couple sprays?
Go to "Mixing Ratio" page

Mixing Errors
Go to "Mixing Ratio" page

Mixing Ratio

After bleeding, does it keep
kicking?
Go to "Pump Continuously
Running" page

Is it continuously running?
Go to "Pump Continuously
Running" page

Pump Won't Turn Off

Pump isn't pulling liquid
Go to "Source Pump: Not pulling
liquid" page

Source Pump Not Pulling

Pump isn't turning on
Go to "Pump: Not Turning
On/Not Pulling Liquid" page

Nozzle density is too high:
Go to "High Spray Density"
page

Spray concentrated in the center
Go to "High Spray Density" page

Pump

Common Spray Problems

Projector not displaying correct
image
Go to "Display" page

Projector and Touchscreen
displays flipped
Go to "Display" page

Projector not displaying
Go to "Display" page

Touchscreen isn't displaying
Go to "Display" page

Display

Teknic Hub disconnect
Go to "Board Disconnects" page

ZMAIN131 board disconnect
Go to "Board Disconnects" page

Board Disconnects

Can't hit Start, Advance, or
Return
Go to "Belts" page

Transfer belt movement
jerky/stuttering
Go to "Belts" Page

Shirts getting caught in between
FFY and Transfer Belts
Go to "Belts" page

FFY belt running slow on
Pretreater lane
Go to "Belts" Page

Belts

Common Problems

Firefly belt isn't moving on
Synergy lane, but there aren't
any communication errors: Go to
"Connection Between FFY" page

Synergy getting communication
errors
Go to "Connection Between
FFY" page

Firefly/Synergy
Communication

Carriage will not home
Go to "Carriage Movement"
page

Carriage Movement

Most likely a
clogged nozzle

Yes

Yes

Re-Calibrate nozzles
or set the spray
density close to a
similar nozzle's
density (Settings
page 7)

Does it look
concentrated in the
center?

No

The pressure might be set
too high on the Pressure
Bypass Switch: Open the
small box that the pump
power is plugged into. There
should be a blue knob. Turn
that CW a small amount to
lower it.

Go to settings and
check nozzle
densities: Is the
nozzle's density
significantly lower
than the others?

No

High Spray Density

The nozzle valve
could have failed
open and is relying
on backup valve.

Yes

No

Air in lines:
Make sure there is
liquid in the mixing
tank and then bleed the
pump. Try to spray the
air out.

Yes

Try re-calibrating the
nozzles. Or changing
the spray density in
Settings page 7

Is there a dribble
before/after it sprays?
Or does it spray after
it was supposed to be
completed

No

Does it look like its
spitting?

Yes

Is there pressure?
You can check
pressure in
Diagnostics -->
Plumbing Feedback

No

Click here to go to
"Pressure" tab

Not Spraying Enough/Low
Spray Density

The nozzle valve
could have failed
open and is relying
on backup valve.

No

Click here to go to
the "Pumps: Not
Turning on/Not
Pulling or
Pushing Liquid"
tab

No

Is the nozzle
clogged?

Yes

Do the pumps turn
on during recirculation and turn
off when bled?

Yes

Replace nozzle

Yes

No

Click here to go
to the "Valves"
tab

No

Turn on pumps: If they
don't turn on go to the
"Pumps: Not Turning
on/Not Pulling or
Pushing Liquid" tab

Do all the valves in
the path open/close
to completion?

Yes

Are the toggle
switches for
pumps (3&5) on?

Yes

Yes

Is there liquid in
the mixing tank

No Spray

Yes

Click here to go to
the "Source
Pumps not
pulling" tab

No

Click here to go to
the "Pumps: Not
Turning on/Not
Pulling or Pushing
Liquid" tab

No

Do the source pumps
turn on during
recirculation?

Do they pull liquid?

No

Replace nozzle

Yes

Is the nozzle
starting to clog

Yes
No

Nozzle with 4005
goes to the red
holder and 6500
goes with the green

Is the nozzle the
correct type?

No

Is it missing just
the first part of
the shirt? (where
carriage starts)

Set it to
1

No

Is there
pressure?

Yes

The nozzle valve
could have failed
open and is relying
on backup valve.

Yes

Check initial move
buffer (settings pg 7):
Is it set at 1 or 2?

Yes

Yes

Does it look like the
spray area isn't wide
enough/not spraying
the whole area?

Spray Area

No

Yes

Does it look like
the spray area
shifted over?

Go to
"Pressure"
tab

To move towards the user (down) =
increase start on settings page 6.
To move away from the user (up) =
decrease “start”.
Move away from trough side =
increasing offset on settings page 7.
Move towards trough = decreasing
offset. You also might have to
calibrate the projector

No

Replace ball
valve

Yes

Replace the
cable

No

Yes

Look at the board:
does the green light
turn on and the red
light turn off when the
valve is open

There is still a
possibility that the
cables got mixed up
or and you have a
bad ball valve.

Yes

No

Inspect the wires:
did a crimp pin
come out?

Try unplugging the
valve and plugging in
a known working
valve. Does it
open/close?

No

Did you hear
the valve

Valves don't
open/close to
completion

Yes

Yes

Is there
pressure?

The nozzle valve
could have failed
open and is
relying on backup
valve.

The board might
be having
problems

No

Valves

No

Go to
"Pressure"
page

Go to "Valves" page

No

Open valves in the
path: Do they all
open/close to
completion?

Yes
No
Go to "Pumps: Not
Turning on/Not
Pulling or Pushing
Liquid" page

Does the spray pump
turn on when bleed
valve is opened?

Yes

No

No

Go to "Valves" page

No

Yes
Is liquid being
pulled from the
source tank(s)

Open valves going to
the mixing tank: Do
they open/Close to
completion

Yes

Does the source
pump(s) turn on
when bled?

Go to "Pumps: Not
Turning on/Not
Pulling or Pushing
Liquid" page

Is there liquid in
the mixing
tank/lines

Pressure

Go to "Source Pump
not Pulling" page

No

Go to "No Spray"
page

Yes

Is there liquid
sucking up out of
source tanks?

Go to "Source
Pumps not pulling"
page

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

There is either
a problem with
the cable or
with the board
port

Yes

Try the power
cable from a
working pump:
does it turn on?

No

Turn on
switches

No

The pump
might have
failed

No

Go to
"Valves"
page

No

If pump 3 or 5:
are the toggle
switches on?

Cycle through valves
in path: Do they all
open and close to
completion?

If you plug the
pump directly into
power, does it turn
on? (Bypass the
bypass switch box)

The pressure bypass switch
probably failed. If this is pump
1, 2, or 4, you can leave the
pump plugged directly into the
power cable. Turn down the
PWM. You will have to do a lot
of "Refresh Mixtures" until the
software can find the right
mixing point.

Yes

Does the pump
turn on when you
try to bleed it?

Pump: Not Turning On/Not
Pulling or Pushing Liquid

Pump lost
suction

Yes

Cycle through source
valve: does it
open/close to
completion?

Yes

Go to
"Valves"
page

No

Is there a crack in
the dip tube/Is the
connector pushed
down all the way?

Yes

Replace acrylic
tube or push
down connector

No

Is the acrylic dip
tube pushed down?

Yes

No

Push tube
down

Is there liquid in
the source tank?

Source Pump: Not Pulling
Liquid

No

Fill tank

Explain to the
customer the
importance of
bleeding the
pump

Yes

Replace whatever
is leaking

Yes

Yes

The pump might have
turned into a "Grade
C" and can't maintain
pressure. Replace
pump or switch to
other line

Yes

Is this a spray
pump?

No

Yes

No

The pump
might have
failed

No

Does it turn off,
but kicks every so
often?

Swap ZMAIN134
with a known
working one: Does
the pump stop?

No

Is there a leak
somewhere?

Replace
ZMAIN134 Bypass
Switch

Bleed the pump:
does it turn off
when you close
bleed valve?

Pump Continuously Running

Go to "Source
Pump not
Pulling" page

No

Is it pulling liquid?

No

Go to
"Valves"
page

No

Do the valves from
pump to mixing
tank cycle
open/close
successfully?

No

Go to Diagnostic -->pg 3
Mixing Feedback: Reset
preserved table, Refresh
active table. Go to
Maintenance Pretreat1/2
refresh mixture. Did the
ratio improve?

No

Bleed pumps:
Does the ratio
improve?

Yes

Was the Source
tank recently
refilled?

PWM is set too
low. Pump
wasn't turning
on: Increase
to 19% or so

Yes

No
Go to "Pumps:
Not Turning
on/Not Pulling
or Pushing
Liquid" page

Go to settings page
2: Is the minimum
PWM set to 15% or
lower?

Yes

Yes

Go to "Source
Pump not
Pulling" page

No

There might not be enough
liquid going through flow
sensors to give an accurate
reading: Lower the refill
min on tanks 3 & 5
(settings page 3, Change
devices to tanks); raise
max PWM and min PWM
(settings page 2)

Yes

Go to
"Valves"
page

No

Is it pulling liquid
from the source tank?

Yes

Does the source
valves to pump
cycle open/close
successfully?

No

Does the pump turn
on during a
recirculation?

Go to
"Valves"
page

No

Do the valves from
pump to mixing
tank cycle
open/close
successfully?

No

Check the refill min/max for
tanks 3&5 in settings pg 3
(Click the drop down next to
Devices and go to tanks): If
the refill min and max are too
close (ex: 7 and 8) there isn't
enough liquid going through to
get a good read

Yes

Does the mix error go
away if you refresh
mixture, but comes back
after a couple sprays?

Mixing Ratio

SV2/SV13
might have
failed. Switch
out valve

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Is it overflowing
when they are
bleeding the
pump?

Go to "Pumps: Not
Turning on/Not
Pulling or Pushing
Liquid" page

Cycle through the
inlet valves
(SV6/SV12): do they
open/close to
completion?

Is the hardware
enforcement checked
in settings for Tank3/5?
(settings pg 3, change
devices to tanks)

Cycle through
SV13 or SV2: Do
they open/close to
completion?

Yes

Are they mixing?

Overflowing Tanks

The inlet tubes
might not have a
slit at the bottom
and it's trying to
push in liquid
with too much
pressure

No

No

Loading error: The shirt has
to be loaded within the
projected box. That's how the
software knows where the
garment is. you can also
increase the garment width a
small amount.

Yes

Yes

You can change the
velocity in settings
(Settings page 5)

Is one of the belts
moving too fast?

No

Front

Is it only happening
a couple times of
day?

Yes

Is the shirt being
sucked in by the
front edge or the
middle?

Middle

No

Are shirts getting
caught inbetween
belts?

Middle: The spray
could be
concentrated in the
middle, causing the
shirt to droop

Check to see if the
pretreat zone was
mapped to a Firefly
zone: If so, set zones
to correct belts

Yes

Is this about the
Firefly belt running
slow on the
pretreat lane?

Yes

Is this about the
speed of a
belt/shirts getting
caught?

Belts

No

Is this about the
transfer belt
movement
(jerky/stuttering)?

Check the
number of belts
in settings: make
sure that it says
3 (Settings page
5)

Yes

Is the system not
allowing us to hit
start, advance, or
return?

No

The belt probably
needs to be
cleaned. The build
up might be
causing the belts
to torque out.

Yes

Might have to replace
the cable

No

Yes

Add a jumper to
power supplies: make
sure there is a
jumper on all of the
power supplies to
avoid future problems

No

Is there a jumper
between V- and the
grounding terminal
on the power
supplies?

Is the USB cable
making good
connection?

No

Does it reconnect
when you restart
the software?

Yes

Install new
software
version

Yes

Is this for a
ZMAIN131?

Check the USB:
it might need to
be replaced

Yes

Is this the teknic
Hub?

No

Board Disconnects

Go through calibration
settings for the
projector

Yes

Is the projector
displaying the
wrong image

No

Yes

Yes

Panel Mount
Failed

Yes

If you plug it
directly into the
Synergy computer
does it work?

Set touchscreen as
the main display in
display settings of
computer

Are the
touchscreen and
projector displays
swapped

Yes

Is the projector
displaying

No

Yes
The port on the
computer might
have failed

No
Try replacing HDMI
cable. If that doesn't
work you might
need to replace the
projector

Try a different
computer/display:
Does it display?

No

Yes
Change
settings to
have multiple
displays

Yes
Are the computer
settings set to
display on only one
display?

Is the HDMI cable
connected?

No

Is there a panelmount HDMI?

No

Yes

Is the
Touchscreen
displaying?

Display

Yes

Plug power cord
back in

No

Turn
computer on

No

Add a jumper to
power supplies: make
sure there is a jumper
on all of the power
supplies to avoid
future problems

No

Are the wires from
the power cord
connected to the
power supply?

Yes

Is the computer
powered on

Is the power cable
connected to the
back of the
computer

No

Carriage has to
be realigned:
Loosen belts and
realign

Yes

Is the Carriage
movement jerky?

Yes

Yes

Did the Carriage
go past home?

No

No

The belt might have
slipped: Go to
ClearView, push
carriage past home
and try again

Is the carriage
homing?

Carriage Movement

Yes

Need to change the homing action
settings in ClearView:
Homing Direction: CW(-) for righthand, CCW(+) for left hand
Max Velocity During Home Moves
(RPM): 500
Homing Target: Change of Input --> A
Input Turns On
Offset Move: 0
Homing Offset Direction: Same as
Home

Was the carriage
motor just
replaced?

Replace Ethernet

No

Yes

Deactivate

Is the Windows
Firewall activated
on any of the
computers?

Does unplugging
and replugging the
ethernet cables fix
it?

Yes

Is the Ethernet
connected?

Yes

Connect

No

Is it having
communication
errors

No

Connection Between
FFY

Check to see if
the Chain came
off sprocket

Yes

Is it
communicating,
but FFY belt not
moving?
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In addition to the Maintenance Screen, there is also a
Diagnostic Screen and Calibrate Screen that are used
to manually operate specific components of the Synergy.
There are additional settings that may require fine-tuning
is a component fails and requires changing. Your software
version may be out of date with this manual. To confirm
the software version while the software is running press the
Synergy Logo on the Navigation bar and the version will
appear. There may be other features in your system that
you do not find listed here. It is advised that these features
be ignored and treated as non-operational.
Calibrate Screen

The Diagnostic Screen allows for direct control of every
sub-component of the system, this includes all pumps,
valves, sensors, motors, control boards, and more. The
Diagnostic Screen features navigation buttons to quickly
jump to where a particular form of diagnostic begins. This
screen is most useful in diagnosing bad parts, and confirming the operation of misbehaving parts. Page Navigation
can be used by pressing on the arrows at the bottom of the
screen.
●

When the Calibrate Screen is loaded, the technician
needs to press Begin Calibration to enable the calibration
sequences. This will prevent automated processes from
disrupting the calibration process. When the technician is
complete with Calibration, press Stop Calibration. The
technician will not be able to exit the Calibration Screen
until they press Stop Calibration.
Every Calibration sequence will feature specific instructions for the calibration. A Finish Calibration button or
Cancel Calibration appears in the bottom right to exit
calibration before the end of the sequence. Some calibrations are multi-step processes that will feature a Next Step
button next to the Finish/Cancel button.
●
●
●

●

●

Test Valve Mappings: Check if the Valves are
operating as intended by automatically cycling a
specific target valve every 5 seconds.
Calibrate Source Tanks: Calibrate the scales for
the Source Tanks. It involves placing an empty
container on the scale and gradually filling it.
Calibrate Nozzles: Carriages assembled at Brown
Manufacturing are tested for a target performance
standard. If it is suspected that the system is not
spraying correctly, use this sequence to confirm the
calibration. It is not advised to change the values
presented in this screen without a Brown Manufacturing Technician available.
Calibrate Projector: This sequence calibrates the
size and placement of the load zone on the belt.
If the load zone had drifted or it is not displaying
correctly, go through these steps to correct any
miscalibration in the projector.
Calibrate Belts: This sequence allows for calibrating the lengths of each belt, as well as pretreater
settings relating to firefly operation.

Diagnostic Screen

●
●
●
●

Plumbing: Jumps to the first page, where control
and feedback of plumbing begins.
Motors: Jumps to the first page of motors diagnostic, where motors can be controlled directly.
Software: Jumps to the first page of Software diagnostic, where the software can be controlled and
monitored directly.
Last Page: Jumps to the last page of diagnostics.
Stop All: Stops all current plumbing and motor
operations. Uses a hard stop on every motor, and
resets all internal state machines.

Plumbing Control
The plumbing control screen includes Pumps, Valves and
Boards. There is also a Manual Override button which
temporarily disables mixing. The Stop Board buttons
disable the pump and valves associated with that board.
Image 1

Image 1: Plumbing Control Screen

The Pumps use the same symbol found in the Plumbing
Schematic and are labeled PMPx, with the inside of the
triangle representing feedback from the pump, and the
outside of the triangle representing control to the pump. If
the area is gray then the state has not changed since startup,
if the area is white then the state is currently inactive, if the
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area is green then the state is active (the pump is enabled).
The percent value inside the circle represents the Current
Duty of the pump, and Target Duty can be set beneath the
pump with a value between 0% and 100%. Pressing on the
symbol will toggle the pump on and off.
The Valves use the same symbol as in the Plumbing
Schematic and are labeled SVx, with the box representing
control to the valve, and the bow-tie (two triangles) representing feedback from the valve. If the area is gray then
the state has not changed since startup, if the area is white
then the state is currently inactive, if the area is green then
the state is active (the valve is open). If the bow-tie is
red then the board is disconnected or not responding and
control of the valve is not possible. Pressing on the symbol
will toggle the valve on and off. Some valves will have a
Duty and Period, these valves are identified in the system
as Solenoid Valves and are located in the carriage.
Plumbing Feedback
The feedback screen displays values for Pressure Transducers, Tank Scales and Flow Sensors. If your system
predates this manual, then this system does not have these
and this information will not be displayed on this screen.
Image 2

when flow is detected, and the readouts will display the
Pulses directly from the board (PLS), the converted Ounces (OZ) and an approximate flow rate (OZ/S). The Reset
button will reset the values to 0.
Plumbing Line Feedback
The plumbing line screen displays values relevant to
mixing for one line at a time. Active Line allows the
technician to change between lines. The values shown in
the mixing tables are the duties the pumps are operated at
to achieve the target mix ratio. Reset Preserved Table
will revert the Preserved Table to the values in the Default
Table. Refresh Active Table will revert the Active Table to
the values in the Preserved Table. Preserve Active Table
will store the Active Table in the Preserved Table. Image 3
● Default: Where the system begins and can be
reverted to.
● Preserved: The duties that were used when the system last achieved a mix ratio within Mix.
● Ratio Tolerance: Tolerance of the target ratio (See
Settings).
● Active: The current state of mixing. Active will
begin at Preserved when the system starts, and will
automatically revert to Preserved when a Bleed
operation is performed.
● Scaled: The duties of the Active table after being
scaled by the Max Mixing PWM and Min Mixing
PWM (See Settings). These are the values used in
mixing.

Image 2: Plumbing Feedback Screen

The Pressure Transducers display pressure in a dial
format and are labeled PSRx. By pressing on the dial, the
secondary value displayed will cycle between Raw board
value, Voltage (in Volts), and Frequency (in Hz). The
Analysis button will display waveform analysis values.
The Display button will display the waveform in a second
window that can be moved around and resized similar to
the Camera Window.
The Tanks are squares that display how full they are and
are labeled TNKx. They will display the Raw board value
on top and the Volume (in either Gallons or Ounces) on the
bottom. Gray represents empty, Blue represents fluid in
the tank and indicates how full the tank is. If there is Red
then there is an issue with the tank.
The Flow Sensors use the same symbol as on the Plumbing Schematic and are labeled FSx. The turbine will rotate

Image 3: Plumbing Line Feedback Screen
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Nozzle Feedback
The Nozzle feedback screen displays for each nozzle the
values used to spray. This screen can be observed during
a spray to see the specific calculations used for the nozzle.
Image 4

Image 4: Nozzle Feedback Screen

Motor Control
The Motor Control Screen displays each motor in the
system. The Carriage Motor is Motor 1, the Pretreat
Belt Motor is Motor 2, the Firefly Belt Motor is Motor
3, and the Transfer Belt Motor is Motor 4. The -A next
to the Motor ID indicates it is an advanced motor and uses
advanced control features. The Home Carriage button initiates the homing sequence for the carriage, while the Stop
Carriage button stops whatever operation the carriage is
currently executing. Image 5

●
●
●

Move Velocity: Moves the Motor continuously at
the set Target Velocity.
Stop: Performs a decelerating stop on the motor.
Hard Stop: Performs a Hard Stop on the motor,
stopping it immediately and clearing any errors on
the motor.

Belt Feedback
The Belt Feedback Screen will display the belts and their
contents as the system is aware of them. The Load Zone
and the Point when firefly data are sent are represented on
the belts, as well as any garments the system is currently
tracking on the belts. This Page also provides control on
the direction the belt moves with the next command.
● Move Velocity: Moves the Belt at the preset velocity.
● Move Positional: Moves the Belt to the preset
position.
● Stop: Performs a decelerating stop on the belt.
● Add Garment: Adds a garment onto the belt at the
Load Zone.
● Clear Belts: Removes all garments from the belt.
● Disable Belt Management: Disables Automatic
Belt Operations, making manual control of belts
possible from Motor Screen. Image 6

Image 6: Belt Feedback Screen

General Software Control
This screen is used to enable and disable certain software
features within the Synergy. It is also used to view log files
and exit the program. To open a log, set the Active Log,
then press Refresh Logs. Image 7

Image 5: Motor Control Screen

The Target Values can all be changed in order to execute
the next operation. Accel is the Acceleration, Vel is the
Velocity, and Pos is the Position. The Current Values are
feedback from the motor on its current state, this includes
Distance and Time (which is the last response time from the
motor.)
● Move Positional: Moves the Motor to the set Target Position at the set Target Velocity.

Image 7: General Software Control Screen
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●
●
●
●

●

●
●
●
●

●

●

Exit Program: Closes the program without shutting down the Synergy Pretreater.
Show Teamviewer: Opens/Displays Teamviewer.
This is useful if a technician needs to remote into
the system.
Enable Diag Messages: If enabled, the Plumbing
Control and Feedback is displayed in messages
relating to plumbing operations.
Backup System: Backs up all config files, saved
programs, scheduled tasks and logs to a single zip
file, and informs the technician where, in the file
system, to find that backup.
Reset To Factory Default: Resets all settings that
the operator changed after the initial setup to the
factory defaults. DO NOT PRESS THIS UNLESS
YOU ARE CERTAIN.
Clear Log: Clears the current active log, deleting
the file.
Delete Old Logs: Searches the log folder for any
old preserved logs (zipped) and deletes them.
Revert Version: Reverts to the previous version
before update.
Disable Network Power: Prevents the system
from responding, reacting to or broadcasting shutdown commands between other Synergy Systems
and Fireflies.
Enable Experimental: Enables experimental
features, this is preserved between restarts. This
is used to hide experimental features that have not
been fully tested or implemented.
Enable Diag Controls: Enables an Error indicator
signal that appears in the Navigation Bar whenever
an error is written to the User Interface Errors Log.

Modbus Feedback
Displays Communication information for the Modbus,
particularly for the ZMTR117. This screen provides 6 displays for viewing specific board registers, both the Board
and Register can be changed. If the board selected is not
detected by the system the message Board Disconnected
is displayed. The Clear Packets button deletes all packets
currently pending in the modbus. Image 8

Image 8: Modbus Feedback Screen

Network Feedback
The Network feedback screen displays the values associated with communications, as well as providing an interface
for controlling the firefly and debugging the Exhaust Fan.
Image 9

Image 9: Network Feedback Screen

●
●

Modbus Port: Should always be COM1 and is the
port used for ZMTR117 communication.
Teknic Port: Automatically detected and set based
on what usb port the Teknic Hub is connected to.
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●
●
●
●

IP: The IP Address of the Synergy Pretreater.
Firefly IP: The IP Address of the Firefly that the
Synergy Pretreater is connected to.
Device ID: The Device ID of the Pretreater.
Firefly Port: The communications port for the
Firefly.

There are also buttons for sending commands to the firefly
● Target Lane: Sets the target lane to be used when
sending commands from this screen.
● Program: Program code to send when pressing
Send Program
● Prewarm: Sends the command to the firefly to
initiate a prewarm if possible on the target lane.
● Start Job: Sends the command to start the firefly
job on the target lane.
● Stop Job: Sends the command to stop the firefly
job on the target lane.
● Send Program: Sends the set Program to the Firefly on the target lane.
Settings
This section describes all settings in the system, their function and purpose. Not all of these settings are intended to
be changed. After being configured during assembly, these
factory settings are flagged with a bold -F at the end. Other
settings are set-up at installation and may require adjustment. These settings are flagged with a bold -I at the end.
● Page 1: Basic Settings for how the interface operates with the Spray and Dry settings.
○ Load Returned Garment: If enabled,
when the operator presses Return the
garment in the Spray Chamber will be
reloaded. In Queue Mode, this means the
garment is added to the top of the Queue.
○ Rotate Queue On Start: If enabled, in
Queue Mode when the operator presses
Start the first garment is removed. Otherwise the Garment is removed when the belt
moves.
○ Spray Settings Format: Determines how
the operator sets the Carriage Speed.
■ Fixed Area Grams: Set the carriage speed by setting the Density
based on a fixed area. Entered in
grams.
■ Actual Grams: Set the carriage
speed by setting the Density based
on the area selected. Entered in
grams.
■ Density: Set the carriage speed
based on the nozzle that is selected
and the desired laydown density.
Entered in g/in2.
■ Speed: Directly set the carriage
speed in in/s.

○

○

○

○

○

○
○
○
○
○
○

○
○

Fixed Area For Grams: The value used
in Density calculations when using Fixed
Area Grams to set the Carriage Speed.
Value entered is in2.
Auto Start Mode: Determines when the
countdown timer starts for Auto-Start.
■ Start From Load: The countdown
begins when the operator can load
again. Turns the countdown into a
load time.
■ Start From Start: The countdown
begins the moment the start button
is pressed. The countdown holds
at 0 until the start button is enabled.
■ Start From Enabled: The countdown begins the moment the start
button can be pressed.
Display Countdown: If enabled, the number next to the Start button will countdown,
otherwise the countdown is only be visible
on the load zone.
Image Halo Top/Bottom: In Queue Mode,
when garments are scanned into the system, this number is added to the top and
bottom of the given spray zone.
Image Halo Left/Right: In Queue Mode,
when garments are scanned into the system
this number is added to the left and right of
the given spray zone.
Max Carriage Speed -F: The maximum
speed the carriage can move. Affects the
minimum spray density.
Min Carriage Speed -F: The minimum
speed the carriage can move. Affects the
maximum spray density.
Max Carriage Passes -F: The maximum
number of passes the system allows.
Max Spray Width -F: The maximum
width the system sprays. Affects where the
dotted red lines appear on the Load Zone.
Min Spray Width -F: The minimum width
the system sprays. Affects how small the
Spray Zone can be made.
Max Spray Length -F: The maximum
length the system sprays (how far the carriage will move). Affects the length of the
Load Zone.
Min Spray Length -F: The minimum
length the system sprays. Affects how
small the Spray Zone can be made.
Nozzle Duty -F: Affects how/if a nozzle
will “Click” during a spray by rapidly
cycling between open and closed.
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○

●

Nozzle Period -F: Affects how/if a nozzle will “Click” during a spray by rapidly
cycling between open and closed.
○ Exhaust Fan Board -F: The Relative
Board address for the ZMTR112 controlling the Exhaust Fan.
○ Exhaust Fan Port -F: The Port the Exhaust Fan is connected to in the ZMTR112.
○ Start Button Board -F: The ZMTR117
that the Physical Start Button is connected to.
○ Start Button Port -F: The Flow Sensor
port that the Physical Start Button is connected to on the ZMTR117.
○ Temperature Unit: The unit temperature
on the main screen is displayed.
○ Max Cure Temperature -F: The maximum Cure Temperature of the attached
Firefly
○ Min Cure Temperature -F: The minimum
Cure Temperature of the attached Firefly.
○ Max Cure Time -F: The maximum Cure
Time of the attached Firefly.
○ Min Cure Time -F: The minimum Cure
Time of the attached Firefly.
○ Firefly Bulbs -F: The number of Bulbs in
the attached Firefly.
Page 2: First page of definitions on the plumbing
mappings and behavior.
○ ZMTR117 Start Address -F: The offset of
the first ZMTR117 address.
○ ZMTR117 Boards -F: The number of
ZMTR117 boards in the system. Each
board must have a sequential address.
○ Water Pump -F: Selects which pump is
the Water Pump.
○ Max Mixing PWM -F: The maximum
pwm to operate the mixing pumps when
mixing (value between 0 and 1).
○ Min Mixing PWM -F: The minimum
pwm to operate the mixing pumps when
mixing (value between 0 and 1).
○ Water Tank Address -F: The tank scale
associated with the Water Tank.
○ Flush Tank -F: The tank scale associated
with the Waste Tank.
○ Spray Before Bleed: If checked then the
system decompresses spray pump lines
before attempting a bleed. This is useful
if bleeds are stopping early due to mixing
tanks approaching overflow. This setting
means Bleed Spray Pump will waste a
small amount of fluid.
○ Carriage Flush Time: How long the
system spends flushing during automated
Carriage Flushes.

○

●

Flush Line Iterations: The Number of
iterations the system spends filling the line
with water during a Full Flush. Then the
number of iterations the system spends
filling the line with Pretreat.
○ Fill Tank Iterations: The number of iterations the system spends filling the line with
pretreat during a Fill Line With Pretreat.
○ Empty Tank Iterations: The number of
iterations the system spends filling the line
with water during a Fill Line With Water.
○ Mix Ratio Tolerance -F: Determines how
precise the Mix Ratio is to be for it to be
preserved. This can affect recovery time
after a source tank is emptied.
○ Mix Ratio Alarm: Determines how far off
the Mix Ratio must be before it will alert
the operator.
○ Pumps (PMP Count) -F: The number of
pumps in the system.
○ Tanks (TNK Count) -F: The number of
tanks in the system.
○ Valves (SV Count) -F: The number of
valves in the system.
○ Flow Sensors (FS Count) -F: The number
of flow sensors in the system.
○ PSR Sensors (PSR Count) -F: The number of pressure transducers in the system.
○ Lines -F: The number of fluid lines in the
system.
○ Heads -F: The number of spray heads in
the carriage.
○ Nozzles Per Head: The number of nozzles
per head in the carriage.
○ Board X Priority: if true, that ZMTR117
will receive high priority commands. Used
to indicate which ZMTR117 has carriage
valves associated. These require higher
response time than other valves in the
system.
Page 3: Second page on plumbing mappings, defining the parameters of each component.
○ Line Number: Selects which line the visible settings reflect.
■ Mix Ratio: Current Mix Ratio for
that line.
■ Mixing Pump -F: Pump associated with mixing pretreat.
■ Water Source Valve -F: The water
source valve for the pretreat mixing pump.
■ Pretreat Source Valve -F: The
pretreat source valve for the pretreat mixing pump.
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■

○

Water Mix Valve -F: The mixing
valve associated with the output of
the water mixing pump.
■ Pretreat Mix Valve -F: The mixing valve associated with the output of the pretreat mixing pump.
■ Source Tank Address -F: The pretreat Source Tank for the pretreat
mixing pump.
■ Mixing Tank Address -F: The
Mixing Tank for the line.
Devices: Selects which devices are visible
for changing the settings.
■ Pumps -F: Each Pump requires a
board address
● Bleed Valve -F: The Valve
to bleed that pump.
● Transducer -F: The Pressure Transducer connected
to the output of that pump.
● Spray Average -F: The
minimum average pressure
acceptable during spray. If
the average dips below this
value then the system will
alert the operator.
● Spray Amplitude -F:
The minimum amplitude
pressure used to detect a
spray. If the amplitude
stays below this value then
the system will not detect
it as spraying.
■ Tanks -F: Each Tank requires a
board address and port assignment.
● Capacity Max -F: Indicates the range that will be
displayed for GUI elements related to Tanks.
● Refill Min -F: In Source
Jugs it indicates when
the system will notify the
operator that the tank is
low. In Mixing Tanks, it
indicates when the system
will attempt to refill the
tank.
● Refill Max -F: In Source
Jugs it indicates when
the system will notify
the operator that the tank
is refilled and requires
bleeding. In Mixing Tanks
it indicates when mixing
will stop.

●

●

Calibration -F: Associates
a Raw input with a Volume
based on the assembly of
the scale. Feedback from
tanks can be non-linear, so
multiple inputs are needed
to add a curve.
■ Valves -F: Each Valve requires
indication of its type and its board
address. If the Valve is a Ball
Valve, two ports are required.
Otherwise, one port is enough to
initialize the valve.
■ Flow -F: The Flow Sensors require
Board and Port assignment, and assignment of which pump to which
they are associated. Calibration
input is also available.
■ Pressure -F: The Pressure Sensors
require Board and Port assignment.
Calibration Input is also available.
Page 4: First page of Motor Settings
○ Motors -F: The number of Motors in the
System.
○ Motor: Selection for which motors settings
are being displayed.
■ Forward Direction -F: Determines if motor is mounted to
operate with positive feedback or
negative feedback being forward.
■ Teeth -F: Number of Teeth used in
drive system (used to calculate the
Pitch Diameter of the output)
■ Links Per Inch -F: Number of
Links/Teeth Per inch in the belt
system connected to the motor
(used to calculate the Pitch Diameter of the output)
■ Pitch Diameter -F: The Pitch
Diameter of the motors output. If
Gray then the value is being calculated based on Teeth and Links Per
Inch. Used to calculate the Conversion of Pulses/Inch.
■ Gear Box Ratio -F: The Conversion Ratio of the Gearbox attached
to the Motor. Used to calculate the
Conversion of Pulses/Inch.
■ Conversion (Pulses/Inch) -F: The
Conversion Ratio between feedback pulses and output inches.
■ Jog Forward: Moves the motor
forward a variable number of
inches.
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■

●

Jog Backward: Moves the motor
backward a variable number of
inches.
■ Stop: Performs a hard stop on the
motor.
Page 5: First Page of Belt Settings. Belts are
assumed to be ordered (ie Belt 1 is before Belt 2 is
before Belt 3).
○ Belts -F: The number of Belts in the System
○ Transfer Tolerance -F: The distance from
an edge of a belt where, if a garment is
within that distance, a transfer will begin.
○ Max Transfer Velocity -F: The maximum
velocity at which a system performs a
garment transfer between belts. Any value
over 15 in/s requires Advanced Motors to
coordinate.
○ FFY Transfer Multiplier -F: The relative
speed the Transfer Belt operates at when
transferring garments from the Transfer
Belt to the Firefly.
○ Pretreater Belt ID -F: The ID of the Belt
associated with the Synergy.
○ PTR Acceleration -F: The Acceleration
at which the Pretreater Belt operates. If
changing this value it is advised to also
change the Transfer Belt value.
○ PTR Velocity -F: The Velocity at which
the Pretreater Belt typically operate.
○ PTR Return Velocity -F: The Velocity
at which the Pretreat Belt will perform
Return operations.
○ Transfer Belt ID -F: The ID of the Belt
associated with the Transfer Belt between
the Synergy Pretreater and Firefly Dryer.
○ XFR Acceleration -F: The Acceleration
that the Transfer Belt operates. If changing
this value, it is advised to also change the
Pretreater Belt value.
○ XFR Velocity -F: The Velocity at which
the Pretreater Belt will typically operate.
○ Firefly Belt ID -F: The ID of the Belt
associated with the Firefly.
○ FFY Lane -F: The Firefly Lane the Synergy system is connected to. (begins at 1)
○ FFY Drone Length -F: The combined
length of the Firefly Drones.
○ FFY Acceleration -F: The Acceleration
the Firefly Belt operates at.
○ Cleaning Belt Velocity: During the Clean
Belt Operation as defined in the System
Maintenance Card Section, this indicates
how fast the belts move.
○ Cleaning Auto-Spray: During the Clean
Belt Operation as defined in the System

●

Maintenance Card Section, this indicates
if the carriage should automatically sweep
and spray water during the operation.
○ Cleaning Spray Velocity: During the
Clean Belt Operation as defined in the
System Maintenance Card Section, this
indicates how fast the carriage moves
during its spray sweeps.
○ Cleaning Spray Front -I: During the
Clean Belt Operation as defined in the
System Maintenance Card Section, this
indicates where the carriage stops during
its return sweep.
○ Cleaning Spray Back -I: During the
Clean Belt Operation as defined in the
System Maintenance Card Section, this
indicates where the carriage stops during
its forward sweep.
○ Belt: Selects which Belts settings are
visible.
■ Belt Motor -F: The ID of the Motor that drives that belt.
■ Length -F: The length of the belt
Page 6: Zone and Projector Settings
○ Zone Tolerance -F: How tightly and
accurately the system checks if the belt
has moved to its target position. If set too
small the belt can jitter back and forth after
a large move.
○ Default Garment -I: The Width of the Default Garment that is loaded in the system.
Affects how long transfers takes and where
the system believes the garment is.
○ Garment Front Buffer -I: The amount
of extra length added to the front of each
garment. Affects how long transfers take.
Can protect garments from getting stuck
between belts.
○ Garment Rear Buffer -I: The amount
of extra length added to the end of each
garment. Affects how long transfers take.
Can protect garments from getting stuck
between belts.
○ Toggle Calibration: Puts the Projector into
Calibration mode, showing an all white
display with text assigning terms to edges
of the projection.
○ Rotate -I: Rotates the Projected image 90
degrees each time it is pressed. Used to
adjust the location of the Nearest Edge.
○ Flip -I: Rotates the Projected image 180
degrees each time it is pressed. Used to
adjust the location of the Nearest Edge.
○ Minor Rotate +/- -I: Performs a minor
rotation of 0.5 degrees of the load zones
red box each time it is pressed. Used to
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●

provide software adjustment to Projector
Alignment (make sure load zone is aligned
with belt).
○ Length -I: Length of Projection as defined
by the Calibration Mode.
○ Width -I: Width of Projection as defined
by the Calibration Mode.
○ X Increment/Decrement -I: Moves Load
Zones red box along the Width of the
Projection. Can move Load Zone out of
projection entirely.
○ Y Increment/Decrement -I: Moves Load
Zones red box along the Length of the
Projection. Can move Load Zone out of
projection entirely.
○ Load Orientation: Determines where the
Top of the load zone is displayed, and the
orientation of scanned garments in Queue
Mode.
■ Collar Up: Collar is at the top
towards the Spray Chamber, opposite of the Operator.
■ Collar Right: Collar is at the right
towards the side of the belt, right
of the operator.
○ LoadZone -I: Settings indicating for the
system where the Load Zone is on the belt.
■ Start -I: Where the zone is located
starting from the inside of the Belt
Guard by the Operator.
■ Width -I: The width of the zone
on the belt. This affects the solid
red lines placement, Start will need
to be adjusted or the Load Zone
moved.
○ SendFireflyData -I: Settings indicating for
the system when the system should pass
garment settings on to the firefly.
■ Start -I: Where the zone is located
starting from the inside of the Belt
Guard by the Operator.
■ Width -I: The width of the zone
on the belt.
○ NozzleX -I: Settings indicating for the system where that Nozzle Sprays on the belt.
■ Start -I: Where the zone is located
starting from the inside of the Belt
Guard by the Operator.
■ Width -I: The width of the zone
on the belt. This value is used
in spray density calculations and
should be accurate with the actual
spray location on the belt.
Page 7: Carriage and Spray Head Settings
○ Motor ID -F: ID of the motor used to
move the carriage.

○
○

○

○
○
○

○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

Acceleration -F: Acceleration the carriage
motor uses.
Control Method -F: Determines what
form of feedback and control is used to
trigger turning valves on and off.
■ Position: The motors position
feedback is used to trigger. May
experience lag due to communications delay.
■ Time: Pre-Calculated Time is used
to trigger based on the known
carriage values.
■ Trigger: An interrupt feedback
from the motor is used to trigger.
Proven to be the most reliable.
Required Advanced Motors.
■ All: All of the above is used to
trigger. The first one to occur is
the one that actually triggers.
Initial Move Buffer: Determines how
close to the initial spray position (minus
Spray Buffer) the carriage moves to before doing a spray.
Spray Buffer: Determines how much the
carriage overtravels during a spray.
Early Enable Buffer: Determines how
early the carriage enables during a spray.
Value must be less than Spray Buffer.
Mirror Spray Zones -F: Informs the system if the Spray Chamber is reversed from
its normal configuration (normally the door
is on the right of the operator, mirrored
would be on the left).
Overtravel Board -F: The type of board
that the overtravel sensors are connected
to.
Forward Sensor Board -F: The address of
the board the Forward Overtravel Sensor is
connected to (sensor farthest from door).
Reverse Sensor Board -F: The address of
the board the Reverse Overtravel Sensor is
connected to (sensor nearest door).
Head: Which spray head is reflected in the
settings.
Flush Pump -F: Pump used to flush the
head.
Spray Valve -F: Nozzle that must be
opened for head to spray out of nozzles.
(Can be Null and still operate)
Flush Valve -F: Nozzle that must be
opened for head to flush nozzles. (Can be
Null and still operate)
Line 1 Source Pump -F: Pump used to
spray Line 1 mixed fluid out of nozzles.
Line 2 Source Pump -F: Pump used to
spray Line 2 mixed fluid out of nozzles.
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○
○
○
○

Water Source Valve -F: Source Valve
used to route the Flush Pump through the
Spray Valve and Nozzles.
Line 1 Source Valve -F: Source Valve
used to route the Line 1 Source Pump
through the Spray Valve and Nozzles.
Line 2 Source Valve -F: Source Valve
used to route the Line 2 Source Pump
through the Spray Valve and Nozzles.
Nozzle X: Each Nozzle has its own settings.
■ Valve -F: Which valve is assigned
to this nozzle.
■ Offset -I: How far the carriage
must move to spray the top of the
Load Zone with that nozzle.
■ density for that nozzle.
■ Width -F: The Ideal Spray Width
used to determine which nozzle to
spray with depending on the selected Spray Area.

Brown Manufacturing Group, Inc.
4661 Stafford Ave SW
Wyoming, MI 49548
Phone: 616-249-0200
Fax: 616-249-3211
customerservice@brownmfg.net
www.brownmfg.net

LIMITED WARRANTY FOR BROWN AND BROWNDIGITAL EQUIPMENT
Parts and Screens, Inc., dba Brown Manufacturing Group, Inc., 4661 Stafford Ave. S.W., Wyoming, MI 49548
WHO IS COVERED
▪ This limited warranty (“warranty”) is given only to the original end-use purchaser (referred to in this warranty as “Original Purchaser”) of the accompanying
product (collectively referred to in this warranty as “this Product”).
▪ If you purchased a product from someone other than an authorized Brown reseller in the United States or if the product was used (including but not limited to
floor models or refurbished product) prior to your purchase, you are not the Original Purchaser and the product that you purchased is not covered by this
warranty.
WHAT IS COVERED
▪ This Product includes the machine (the “Machine”) specified herein.
▪ This warranty applies only to Products purchased and used in the United States. For Products purchased in, but used outside, the United States, this warranty
covers only warranty service within the United States (and does not include shipping outside the United States).
WARRANTY OF BROWN WORKMANSHIP AND MATERIALS
Except as provided below, Brown Manufacturing Group, Inc. warrants to the Original Purchaser for a period of one (1) year from the date of installation, that
the solid state electronic components manufactured by Brown and included in the Machine equipment purchased from Brown, or an authorized Brown reseller,
were delivered free from defects in materials and workmanship, excluding mechanical or electro-mechanical components including, but not limited to,
switches, motors, and solenoids. The foregoing warranty is given only to the Original Purchaser which purchased the equipment (including the component(s)
claimed to be defective) directly from Brown, or an authorized Brown reseller in the United States, and are not transferable.
WHAT IS THE LENGTH OF THE LIMITED WARRANTY PERIODS
The following parts of the Machine have the following limited warranty: (i) full machines are warranted for (1) year from the date of Installation; (ii) calrod™
style heaters warranted for a period of three (3) years from the date of installation. (iii) registration gates are warranted for seven (7) years from the date of
Installation:; (iv) Machine chassis are warranted for fifteen (15) years from the date of Installation: frames, rollers, linear rails, bearings, gears (plastic and
metal) with this Product purchase.
WHAT IS NOT COVERED
This warranty does not cover:
(1)
(2)

Physical damage to this Product;
Damage caused by improper Installation, improper or abnormal use, misuse, neglect or accident (including but not limited to transporting this Product
without the proper preparation and/or packaging).
(3) Damage caused by another device or resulting from use of non-Brown authorized parts and Consumable and Accessory Items.
(4) Damage caused by non-compliance with the use and operation provisions of the product as outlined in the instruction manual;
(5) Damage caused by non-compliance with the maintenance provisions of the product instruction manual;
(6) Damage caused by non-compliance with the printing procedures of the product instruction manual;
(7) Consumables;
(8) Accompanying accessories;
(9) Problems arising from other than defects in materials or workmanship; and
(10) Normal periodic maintenance items, including but not limited to, head supports or struts, fan filter, squeegee assemblies and knobs.
This warranty is VOID if this Product has been altered or modified in any way (including but not limited to attempted warranty repair without prior written
authorization from Brown and/or alteration/removal of the serial number).
OTHER ITEMS NOT COVERED BY THIS WARRANTY
In addition to the foregoing, this warranty does not apply to: (1) defects resulting from fire, explosion, or water, or from earthquake, windstorm, hail, tornado
or other abnormal environmental conditions, or from accident, vandalism; and (2) defects arising from neglect or abuse. Neglect or abuse includes, but is not
limited to:
•

Use of contaminated, inadequate or excessive amounts of lubricants.

•

Exposure to extreme temperatures.

•

Improper storage or improper protection from climatic elements and
vandalism.

•

Accident, collision or other physical mishap or abuse, whether by
Original Purchaser or any other party.

WHAT TO DO IF YOU THINK YOUR PRODUCT IS ELIGIBLE FOR WARRANTY SERVICE
Report your issue to Brown’s Customer Service Hotline at 616-249-0200 within the applicable warranty period. Supply Brown with a copy of your dated bill of
sale showing that this Product was purchased from an authorized Brown reseller within the United States.

Brown Manufacturing Group, Inc.
4661 Stafford SW
Wyoming, MI 49548

616-249-0200
www.brownmfg.net
www.brownmfgdigital.com

WHAT BROWN WILL ASK YOU TO DO
After contacting Brown, you will be asked to troubleshoot the problem over the phone. If the troubleshooting does not succeed, you may be required to do one or
both of the following:
(a)

Send a component part of the Product properly packaged, freight prepaid, to Brown for inspection, together with a photocopy of your bill of sale. You
are responsible for the cost of shipping, expedited shipping, packing product, and insurance (if you desire). You are also responsible for loss
or damage to this Product and its component parts in shipping. Shipments must be made using a ground carrier that assigns tracking numbers to its
shipments.

(b)

Download and send Brown customer usage data to Brown for review via USB drive or another format agreed to by Brown.

(c)

Permit a Brown representative to provide On-Site Warranty Service by providing access to this Product at reasonable times and by providing adequate
working space, including heat, light, ventilation, electric current and outlets for use by the Brown representative, together with reasonable cooperation
in troubleshooting to diagnose the problem. “On-Site Warranty Service” means remedial service during Normal Working Hours at your location to
restore the Product to good operating condition under normal usage at no charge for parts and does not guarantee uninterrupted operation of the
Product. Please note that you will be charged labor costs and travel costs for the service. “Normal Working Hours” shall mean 9:00 A.M. to 5:30 P.M.
Eastern Standard Time, Monday through Friday, excluding legal and local holidays observed by Brown.

WHAT BROWN WILL DO
If the problem reported concerning your Machine is covered by the warranty and if you first reported the problem to Brown within the applicable warranty period,
Brown will, at its option, either repair the component(s) or replace the component(s) with a functionally equivalent component(s), including a refurbished part(s) (or
arrange for either). Brown reserves the right to supply a refurbished or remanufactured replacement Machine and/or part and use refurbished parts provided such
replacement products conform to the manufacturer’s specifications for new product/parts. In the case of a component part, if you receive the replacement component
part prior to your returning the defective component part, you will replace the defective component part(s) with the replacement component part(s) supplied by
Brown and return any claimed defective component part(s) within thirty (30) days of receipt of the replacement component part(s) or pay Brown the list price for
each such defective component part(s) not returned within 30 days after receipt of the replacement component part(s). In the case of a replacement Machine, if you
receive the replacement Machine prior to your returning the defective Machine to Brown, you will return the claimed defective Machine to Brown within 30 days
after receipt of the replacement Machine. Brown will require that you provide a valid major credit card number. Brown may issue a hold against the credit card
account number that you provide until Brown receives your original Machine or component part(s) and determines that your original Machine or component part(s)
is entitled to warranty coverage. Your credit card will be charged up to the cost of a new Machine or component part(s) only if: (i) you do not return your original
Machine or component part(s) to Brown within thirty (30) days; (ii) the problems with your original Machine component part(s) are not covered by the limited
warranty; (iii) the proper packaging instructions are not followed and has caused damage to this Product; or (iv) the warranty period on your original Product has
expired or has not been sufficiently validated with a copy of the proof of purchase (bill of sale).
If after you replace the defective or failed component(s), the reported problem has not been solved, Brown may determine, at its sole discretion, that On-Site
Warranty Service is required or that you should send the component(s) to Brown for further inspection. If Brown determines that On-Site Warranty Service is
required, you shall cooperate with Brown as described in the “What Brown Will Ask You to Do” section above. Please note that you will be solely responsible for all
zone, hotel and travel expenses associated with Brown’s On-Site Warranty Service after the expiration of the limited warranty period described above.
If the Machine is not covered by this warranty, you will be charged any shipping or travel costs incurred by Brown and charged for any service and/or replacement
component parts at Brown’s then current published rates.
The foregoing are your sole (i.e., only) and exclusive remedies under this warranty.
LIMITATIONS
Brown is not responsible for damage to or loss of any equipment, media, programs or data related to the use of this Product. Except for that repair or
replacement as described above, Brown shall not be liable for any direct, indirect, incidental or consequential damages or specific relief. Because some
states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of consequential or incidental damages, the above limitation may not apply to you.
THIS WARRANTY IS GIVEN IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, WRITTEN OR ORAL, WHETHER EXPRESSED BY AFFIRMATION, PROMISE,
DESCRIPTION, DRAWING, MODEL OR SAMPLE. ANY AND ALL WARRANTIES OTHER THAN THIS ONE, WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.
▪
▪
▪

This warranty is the only warranty that Brown is giving for this Product. It is the final expression and the exclusive and only statement of Brown’s obligations to
you. It replaces all other agreements and understandings that you may have with Brown or its representatives.
This warranty gives you certain rights and you may also have other rights that may vary from state to state.
This warranty (and Brown’s obligation to you) may not be changed in any way unless you and Brown sign the same piece of paper in which we (1) refer to this
Product and your bill of sale date, (2) describe the change to this warranty and (3) agree to make that change.

Brown Manufacturing Group, Inc.
4661 Stafford SW
Wyoming, MI 49548

616-249-0200
www.brownmfg.net
www.brownmfgdigital.com

